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For Alumni and Friends
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Graffiti covers the walls of
many buildings in the
inner city. The University
of Memphis is making a
concerted effort to
improve the inner-city
landscape through a mission whose focal point is
urban outreach.
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Takin' it to the Streets
Three alumni lead a crusade to help children of
the streets.

8

Their Business is Outreach
The Fogelman Executive Center forges a link
between the University and the business community.

10
FROM THE PRESIDENT:
This issue of our magazine is devoted to showing
some of the ways The University of Memphis is
fulfilling its role as a comprehensive urban university. Through these pages, you will read specific
ways we are impacting our community. You will notice that our faculty and staff as well as a number of
our local alumni are involved in outreach projects.
As the major university in this city and region, The
University of Memphis is involved in nearly every
aspect of public and private enterprise. Our mission
statement makes clear the commitment we have to
serve the community and, as this issue demonstrates,
that commitment translates into involvement.
These stories are a few of the thousands that occur
every day. The actions of our people, departments, colleges and centers in the community make us proud
of each other and proud to be associated with the
University.

Caring professionals hold a figurative safety net
for people who have no mental health coverage.

~.-.....ci

14

The Advocates
Law students provide valuable community service while gaining practical experience.

17

Prescription for Success
Community outreach is an integral part of our
nursing program.

20

Telling Tales
A professor and alumnae team up in an intergenerational project.

23

CURE for Urban IDs
The U of M addresses urban problems through
project CURE.

27

Making a Difference
Here's a sampling of the University's other
urban outreach projects.

29
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Psychological Safety Net
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Memphis churches. The building
houses a clothes closet, recreation
facilities, an extensive computer
lab and a tutoring center.
"We built this ministry and still
build it on relationships out in the
community," observes Bennett.
"We're out there where kids are: in
their homes, on the school campus.
If there's any success we've experienced, it's because of that-not
because of any nice facility. There
are a lot of people with nice facilities
that are empty."

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
EDUCATION
Believing education can help
kids escape the inner city, Bennett
has established a solid relationship
with area schools. For the past
decade, Bennett has served as statistician for the Booker T .
Washington (BTW) basketball team.
He and his staff transport athletes
to sporting events to help the schools
stretch their pinched transportation
budgets. Streets staff visit with students during lunch. They also meet
with teachers and track the grades

and absenteeism of children in the
program. Streets recently bought a
new computer and donated it to
BTW.
"The greater private community has got to get involved in the
school system," Bennett says
emphatically. "That's part of our
good-faith deal with buying the
computer for BTW. We want to let
them know that we're with themwe want to help them make a difference in kids' lives."
Christianity is not a prerequisite for participation in Streets'
activities, and the staff members
never evangelize on campus,
Bennett says. But many students
drawn to the recreational and educational programs eventually join
one of the organization's six Bible
study groups.
"We're about empowering kids,"
Bennett reiterates. "If a kid comes
through the door and wants to come
to computer lab, he doesn't have to
hear the Gospel to do that. We try
to be unconditional. But we don't
compromise who we are. We're very
much about bringing kids into rela-

tionships with Jesus Christ so they'll
live a life of obedience to God. God
calls us to serve people. And so we
do that in a variety of ways-primarily through our educational programs."
The inner city is a technological
wasteland, according to Bennett.
When he and his staff visited neighborhood schools, they found antiquated computers or good
equipment that people didn't have
the time or ability to use. Streets
made a commitment to technology
and now has the premier computer
lab in the area, boasting 40 computers and numerous software programs. At Streets, students can
attend computer classes, work on
school projects or join the Gigavine
computer club.
During the school day, busy
students are limited in the time they
can spend on computers; but in
Streets' computer lab they have the
time to master a multitude of programs and skills. Even the young
students are gaining expertise that
makes them marketable. "One of our
kids-a ninth-grader-is working

---

''About 95 percent of families in our neighborhood are headed by single females," says U of M alumnus Dan Shaffer, pictured above with Streets participant James Harris. "There's no male presence. My first year here, we took 79 kids to
camp. Of those 79, only two had their biological fathers living at home. Boys and girls are hungry for attention and
stability. They are seeking someone to look up to. "

6
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with a local marketing company
doing computer work," says Dan
Shaffer (B.B.A. '88), who abandoned
a lucrative computer career to
work at Streets. "He has learned
skills here that he can use to enrich his life."

number of A's, B's and C's he makes.
He pays me for anything on the
report card that's not an A, B or C.
Right now, he's way up on me in
terms of compensation."
U of M senior Amy Rea
Hickman has been tutoring Destini,
a Pathways student, for the past two
years. "Destini is an eighth-grader

most arresting photo is a school
snapshot of mediocre quality: a
bright-eyed boy dressed in his
best clothes smiles from the cover
of his own funeral bulletin.
He's one who wouldn't be saved.
"We had invested a lot of time
with him," Shaffer says quietly. "He
was 14 or 15 years old. Sadly, a lot

PATHWAY TO SUCCESS
Another educational perk at
Streets is the Pathways program,
which targets underachievers and
matches them with tutors who
also serve as role models. Shaffer,
director of Pathways, says the
program has an enrollment of
about 65. Tutors include bankers,
doctors, lawyers, accountants and
college students. These mentors
commit to one session per week for
a year. They are also encouraged
to develop a relationship apart
from the tutoring sessions.
Shaffer says the mentors
provide an anchor for kids who
otherwise receive little adult
guidance or emotional support.
"About 95 percent of families in
our neighborhood are headed by
single females," he explains .
"There's no male presence. My
first year here, we took 79 kids
to camp. Of those 79, only two
had their biological fathers liv- Streets has about 40 computers in its computer lab. Each afternoon and evening,
ing at home. Boys and girls are students crowd the lab to play games, do school work and explore the Internet.
hungry for attention (Photo by Darleen Maria Todd)
and stability. They
are seeking somethis year. It's amazing how much we
of kids in the projects lose hope
one to look up
are alike," observes Hickman, who
about the ninth or tenth grade.
to."
helps the girl with homework, readThey think they'll never be able to
For the
ing comprehension exercises and
get out."
p a st
computer games. "Sometimes we
"There's an old saying: 'You
several
go out and get ice cream or go to the
can't save 'em all, but if you can just
zoo or go shopping. I feel like I've
make a difference in one ... "' says
gained a lot from Destini. She's a
Arnold, who coordinates Streets'
served as a menreally neat person."
middle school outreach programs.
"For every one, I'm going to try to
tor for a Pathways
participant. "[The stumake that difference in five. That's
KEEPING THE FAITH
dent] has helped me coach
The picture is tacked to a bulmy approach.
"We try to show kids that you
a youth basketball team,"
letin board in Shaffer's office. Ari
can get out of the 'hood. You can
says Martin. "He was employed in
amateur photographer of no little
make it and there's more to life
my office last summer. We go to the
skill, he uses this venue to exhibit
than
what you see in this two- or
bookstore, the movies, fishing and
his handiwork: a glistening beach
out to dinner. We also have a comscene, a dramatic night shot of the
three-mile radius.
"That's the thing we're about:
pensation program with respect to
Lincoln Memorial, a sledder plumhis grades. I pay him based on the
meting down an icy hill. But the
hope."
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BY DARLEEN MARIA TODD

phisArea
· fac1·1·t·
1 1es
nefit the
, as a lo-

t is early morning. Outside the Fogelman
Executive Center, dew glistens on the grass
as students and faculty hurry to class, dodging cars and shouting to friends.
Inside the sophisticated building, however, the
atmosphere is quiet and controlled. In the lower
level, law students quaff coffee and sample pastries
before filing into the auditorium for a daylong seminar. On the third floor, an award-winning chef prepares a gourmet meal while fourth-floor hotel
guests relax in their rooms. Executives sink into
comfortable chairs as conferences, workshops and
training sessions are called to order.
The Fogelman Executive Center is doing its
part to fulfill The University of Memphis' urban
mission.
"In the 10 years the center has been in operation, it has been a leader in bringing the business
community to campus," says Dr. Donna M. Randall,
dean of the Fogelman College of Business and
Economics, which operates the facility. According
to Randall, most of the major corporations in the
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"The Fogelman
Executive Center symbolizes where the
University currently is
and where it is going,"
Randall explains. ''What
Flags and an ornately carved archway mark the entrance to the Robert Wang
we have to do as a
Center for International Business, which is located on the main fl,oor of the
business
school to proFogelman Executive Center.
ject the image we want
is to have a facility on
a very quiet and dedicated environment-dedicatcampus that reflects quality and an understanding
ed to training and learning and reflection."
of the business community's needs."
The facility exists due to a vision held by Avron
This edifice that garners so much praise comprises 14 meeting rooms, two auditoriums and dining rooms, a full-service kitchen, 51 hotel rooms and
an indoor fitness facility.
The building appeals to the Memphis business
community because it accommodates seminars
and programs that both the private and public sector need for administrative operations. It also
offers the latest technology and resources such as
to
video show presentations, overhead computer displays, projectors and satellite teleconferencing.
"We provide a high level of quality in food
and Robert Fogelman, who believed a major urban
and service," says Younger. "That's what our
university should have an executive conference cenclients are looking for when they come here. They
ter. The Fogelmans expressed their interest in the
want their needs taken care of. Everything
project to former University President Thomas G.
must be on time and must run smoothly. Our
Carpenter and made the primary donation, which
clients want us to anticipate what they need and
was matched by state funds.
perhaps what they haven't thought of. And that
Today, the center assists community organiis what we do very well."

''In the 10 years the center
has been in operation, it
has been a leader in bringing the business community
campus."

Members of the business community come to the
Fogelman Executive Center to take advantage of its
spacious meeting rooms, excellent dining facilities
and comfortable hotel rooms.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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~The Universi1y ofMemphis
GREA.T EXPECTA.TIONS
Memphis area have used the executive conference
center at one time or another.
"One thing that makes our center unique is that
it can be very specialized based on individual
needs," observes Brenda L. Younger, director. "It's

901/678-2169 or 1-800/669-2678

Dear Friend of the University,
We need your help! The Office of Student Relations is searching for qualified
students to enroll at our University. If you know prospective students who would
be interested in getting information about The U of M, please fill out this postage-paid card and drop in the mail today. Feel free to pass a card on to a neighbor
or friend. Thanks for your assistance.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _SSN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _____ Zip _ _ _ __

Date of Birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ High School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Academic lnterest(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Extracurricular lnterest(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY

A Tennessee Board of Regents Institution
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University

- - - --- - - - - -

, __,..____

:i---...- _.... ..........- - - ----

...-- ·....,..-..... - "J . ... __ .., ...., ...__ ....... .a.o

_ __

to Randall, most of the major corporations in the
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Members of the business community come to the
Fogelman Executive Center to take ad vantage of its
spacious meeting rooms, excellent dining facilities
and comfortable hotel rooms.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMP HIS
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zations and associations, such as the Memphis Area
Chamber of Commerce, by providing facilities
at reduced cost for programs that benefit the
community. The building also serves as a location for University-sponsored lectures, workshops and programs,
such as the Marcus W.
Orr Center for the
Humanities' INSIGHTS
lecture series and the
Aperture Film Society's
monthly showings.
The center serves as
a primary link to the
external community.
Randall says The
University of Memphis
must have superior facilities to enhance its reputation as a quality
institution.
"The Fogelman
Executive Center symbolizes where the
University currently is
and where it is going,"
Randall explains. ''What
Flags and an ornately carved archway mark the entrance to the Robert Wang
we
have to do as a
Center for International Business, which is located on the main fi oor of the
business
school to proFogelman Executive Center.
ject the image we want
is to have a facility on
a very quiet and dedicated environment-dedicatcampus that reflects quality and an understanding
ed to training and learning and reflection."
of the business community's needs."
The facility exists due to a vision held by Avron
This edifice that garners so much praise comprises 14 meeting rooms, two auditoriums and dining rooms, a full-service kitchen, 51 hotel rooms and
an indoor fitness facility.
The building appeals to the Memphis business
community because it accommodates seminars
and programs that both the private and public sector need for administrative operations. It also
offers the latest technology and resources such as
to
video show presentations, overhead computer displays, projectors and satellite teleconferencing.
"We provide a high level of quality in food
and Robert Fogelman, who believed a major urban
and service," says Younger. "That's what our
university should have an executive conference cenclients are looking for when they come here. They
ter. The Fogelmans expressed their interest in the
want their needs taken care of. Everything
project to former University President Thomas G.
must be on time and must run smoothly. Our
Carpenter and made the primary donation, which
clients want us to anticipate what they need and
was matched by state funds.
perhaps what they haven't thought of. And that
Today, the center assists community organiis what we do very well."

''In the 10 years the center
has been in operation, it
has been a leader in bringing the business community
campus."
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en the new year
began, Tim Steenbergh wore a pager
on his belt. It was his

turn to deal with the anxieties, depression and potential suicides that find
their way to the Psychological Services
BY

LES

SEAGO

THEY COME FROM 111ROUGHOUT 'lHE REGION-'IROUBLED
CHilDREN, TEENS WI1H BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS, D ~
ADUL'IS--SEA.RCHING FOR HElP. THEY FIND IT AT THE U OF M,

Center at The University ofMemphis.
Dealing with other people's emotional problems on an emergency
basis isn't something most graduate
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The Psychological Servi.res Center
is a clinic, classroom and research
laboratory, says Dr. James
Whelan, who has directed the program since 1989. Established
more than 20 years ago to provide
counseling and psychological
treatment for students, the center has broadened its mission
since Whelan's arrival. It is now
a key part of Memphis' mental
health system, serving as many
as 500 individuals and families
from the community each year.

T

d

he center's clients have no mental health coverage-either through their employers or through
TennCare. "This is one of the few cost-effective
ways of getting mental health services to that group,"
Whelan explains. ''You could say that we are a safety net
for people who, for one reason or another, don't have mental health coverage."
Recent cutbacks in the state's mental health budget make the center's role even more critical. "At the center, we are training students, but we are also addressing
our mission as an urban university to provide service
to the community," Whelan says. "While cost-effective
mental health services are disappearing, we are continuing to provide that type of service." Fees for treatment-ranging from $6 to $90 an hour-are set
according to family income. The fees are used to staff
the clinic and support its day-to-day operation.
U ofM students make up about one-third of the center's clients, but the rest are people from the greater
Memphis area-teen-agers with behavioral problems,
business people depressed over family matters, executives suffering from anxiety attacks, and patients with
problems ranging from obesity and child development
to various forms of addiction.
Although the students who work at the center may
be a few years away from completing their doctoral training, they are not novices in the field of mental health.
And, Whelan points out, they work under close supervision of U of M faculty members who are experienced
clinical psychologists.

S

ome of the clinic research projects that have
involved the doctoral students are a study of
depression and anxiety and an examination of
the most effective treatment for attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder children and their families.
''You can sit in a classroom or read all the books,
but you have to have the contact with people who need
help," Porter says.
The experience sometimes tests the students' dedication, adds Elkin. "Sometimes, if you do what you
want to do when you are working with a client, you
may screw them up," he says. "But if you stick with
the science, you'll be all right. We aren't glorified bartenders. If I'm just listening, I can't ethically take their
money. The goal is to get the person to take control of
their lives, to give them the support and skills they
need to change."

"At the center, we are training students, but we are also
addressing our mission as an
urban university to provide service to the community.'

David Elkin, Dr.
James Whelan and
Tim Steenbergh
review a videotaped
counseling session.
"In essence, the center's clients are getting two mental
health professionals-the doctoral
student and the
supervisory psychologist," Whelan says.
"The care our
patients receive is of
the highest quality. "
(Photo by Frankee
Smith Rains)
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is evaluated by the faculty, and the outcome becomes
part of a constantly updated database that is a rich
source of information about various treatments and
techniques and their effectiveness.

1
u rs .
"Our students are some of the best. The average
IQ of our graduate students is very high ... They could
have gone anywhere, but they decided to come to The
University ofMemphis," Whelan says. "It's a tough program, but they handle it well."
As clinical psychologists-in-training, Elkin, Porter,
Steenbergh and their fellow students play a major role
in the center's research mission. Each client's progress
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"We don't have to come up with a solution right
away," continues Porter. "We have to gather information ... and employ the most effective treatment based
on that information."
Occasionally, Whelan says, a client has problems
so severe that a faculty member has to step in immediately. "Every once in a while we get concerned about
the seriousness of a case," he says. "Most are not threatening, but we have some who are really suffering. Most
people we see here are fairly desperate; they are looking for somebody to help them."
The doctoral students who pass through the
Psychological Services Center go on to careers as clinical psychologists, researchers and teachers. "They
work hard," Whelan says. "I'm impressed with our students. They leave here and do great things."
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For each hour spent with a client, students spend
30 minutes with a professor, reviewing a videotaped
record of the counseling session. Should the student
be faced with a serious problem, Whelan or another
faculty member is just down the hallway. "This supervision is provided while ensuring the privacy and confidentiality of our clients," Whelan says. "In essence,
the center's clients are getting two mental health
professionals-the doctoral student and the supervisory psychologist. The care our patients receive is of
the highest quality."
"Each client is a learning experience," observes
Cyndee Porter, a fourth-year student from Orlando,
Fla., who earned her bachelor's degree at Southern
Methodist University. "Working in the clinic equips us
with the skills to deal with people's problems."
Porter's research project involves working with
infants suffering from brain injuries, attempting to predict how the injury will relate to intelligence, language
skills and behavior. The infant brain damage study
takes her to the neonatal unit at Baptist Hospital East
several times a week to administer tests to children
ranging from 6 months to 8 years old. Dealing with children facing serious developmental disabilities could
be depressing, but Porter considers it a learning experience.
"I don't think you ever get mature enough to not
be bothered by some of these children," she says, "but
there's something wrong with you if you aren't bothered. What keeps me going is knowing that the children are better off than they would be if we weren't
working with them."
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orter, like other students assigned to the center, has to juggle her clinic schedule around
classes, research and study. The workload is
impressive, but not unusual for clinical psychology students. Steenbergh, a graduate of Indiana Wesleyan
with a master's degree from Ball State University, is
studying the assessment and treatment of problem
gambling. David Elkin, another fourth-year doctoral
candidate who graduated from Vanderbilt University,
combines his shifts in the center with work at St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital where he studies children and adolescents with brain tumors.
"Our students are some of the best. The average
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At the University's Legal Clinic, students
from the Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law are providing a valuable service to
She has ·ved this long battling
a pulmonary c ndition thanks to
the constant care of nurses and a
ventilator. Her parents smoke inside
the home, a behavior she tolerates
because she doesn't have much voice
· the matter. After all, she's only 3
years old.
Her paren s ar appearing in
Juvenile Court again. The first time,
they were charged wit~ neglect. The
court took their daughter from them,
but they got her back. This time,
urses report tha cigarette and
ma ··uana use ·n the home is endangering the toddler's health. The parents have an attorney to represent
them. But who will speak for the
child?
Help for the Helpless

The court has appointed Ted
Hollander guardian ad litem, a
responsibility the third-year law
student at The University of
Memphis takes seriously. After thoroughly investigating the facts in the
case and interviewing parents, doctors, nurses and social workers,
Hollander has made a recommen-

the community while gaining crucial
practical experience.
dation to the judge based on his findings. Evidence indicates cigarette
usage in the home, though marijuana use can't be proven in this case.
"It's a big decision to make, one
that basically affects the rest of her
life," Hollander says. "I have to
decide what is in the child's best
interests and who is most capable of
taking care of her."
Upon Hollander's recommendation , the judge allows his client to
remain with her parents with a
terse warning. "I can't stop you from
smoking in your home , but I can
remove the child if it continues."
A Community Caseload

Cases such as this one referred
to the University's Legal Clinic serve
a twofold purpose: They provide
opportunities for Memphis-area citizens to obtain legal representation that may not
otherwise be available to them; they
also allow students
at the Cecil C.
Humphreys School
of Law to step away
from textbook theory and hypothetical
cases to practice
law for the first
time.
Housed in
Memphis Area
Legal Services
Working on cases in the University's Legal Clinic are
offices
in down(clockwise, from left) students Tim Francavilla and
town
Memphis,
the
Monique Lease, supervising attorney Mark Ward (B.A.
clinic
has
served
'76, J.D. '78) and law student Linda Walls. (Photo by
Darleen Maria Todd)
numerous indigent
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clients who have nowhere else to
turn. Faculty director Larry Pivnick
estimates the clinic has provided
legal services in about 2,000 cases
since it began operating in 1990.
About 250 law students have handled cases ranging from fraud perpetrated by unscrupulous
"U-Tote-the-Note" used-car dealers to
landlord-tenant disputes and juvenile delinquency. Although students
are not paid for their work, they earn
class credits as well as practical
experience. Most students at the
clinic are completing their last
semester oflaw school.
Michael Rasnake (J.D. '96), a
public defender for Tennessee's 26th
Judicial District based in Jackson,
found the experience rewarding
and invaluable. Like Hollander,
Rasnake worked in the clinic's
child advocacy division and served as
an infant's temporary guardian in
an abuse case.
"Children probably are the most
susceptible to society's harms but
have the least representation,"
Rasnake says. "Speaking for them
makes you proceed more carefully
and makes you feel good while giving a child a voice in the legal system.
It brings a lot more meaning to you
to work on a real case."
Turning Theory into Practice

Working on real cases benefits
the law students as well as their
clients, says Connie Ross, who supervises the clinic's general litigation
division. "They learn how to frame
issues from facts," Ross says. "They
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learn how to solve problems in the
real world with all the variables that
are not a part of what they learn in
the classroom."
Not only do students develop
interviewing and fact-finding skills,
but they begin to realize their professional responsibilities toward
clients, says Donna Harkness (B.A.
'75), supervisor of the clinic's elderlaw division.

On-the-Job Training

A "Win-Win-Win " Clinic

Representing the clinic's clients
also affords law students an introduction to the courts and the people
who work there. Students learn how
to file a motion, where to go to
obtain a subpoena and how to
address the bench.
''You're able to get in front of the
judge and let him hear your voice
crack and mutter and stumble as you

Third-year student David
Darnell spent a grueling three hours
in Juvenile Court this spring representing two young victims of physical abuse. He will monitor the
situation to ensure the family's compliance with court-ordered counseling. Darnell's experience in the clinic
has prompted him to consider changing his career plans from real estate
law to child advocacy.
Darnell could be one of the last
students to serve in the clinic's child
advocacy section, which may be
phased out due to cuts in state funding. Pivnick hopes The U ofM Legal
Clinic can secure funding from other
sources to continue an important service to the community.
Student representation of indigent clients at the clinic is a "winwin-win situation," Pivnick says.
"Clients receive quality, diligent
and zealous representation," he
explains. "Students develop their
legal skills and knowledge, and
leave the clinic feeling good that they
are capable to practice law and that
they have helped others. Society
benefits from a new generation of
lawyers who are committed to making the law and our legal system
available to all."

"Most [student attorneys] are more
prepared and have spent more time
on the case than the average lawyer.''
"In law school classes, students
undergo some preparation with
mock trials and other situations
that are artificially structured and
controlled by the instructor,"
Harkness says. "But they don't get
that element of the unexpected like
they do in the clinic.
"When a real person with problems is sitting in front of them,
relying on their advice, the students realize they are responsible for
someone's life and circumstances.
That's when the rubber hits the
road."
While it can take up to a year to
resolve some cases, others, particularly those involving children and
the elderly, often have a quick turnaround. Recently, William and Stella
Davis, both in their 60s and living on
social security, contacted the clinic.
The couple had approached local
banks, trying without success to
open a checking account.
''We're both blind," explains Mrs.
Davis. "We didn't know how to write
our names to sign checks. I could
only write my name in Braille."
Students Joel Geary and Abby
Gerlach (B.A. '93) visited the couple
in their home to spare them the
difficulty of traveling downtown. It
was then a simple matter to arrange
a power of attorney for a trusted
member of the Davises' church congregation to sign and cash checks for
them. The Davises now have their
first checking account.
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try to think on your feet for the first
time," says Rasnake .
Students do not appear in court
alone, however. They are accompanied by their supervisors-licensed,
practicing attorneys who dispense
whispered advice as well as reassurance. "I don't tell my students
what to do in the courtroom, but I'm
there to lend guidance if they need
it," says Bill Robilio (J.D. '79), supervisor of the clinic's child advocacy
division.
Robilio's section works closely
with Chief Juvenile Defender Mary
Walker (J.D. '78) to represent children in delinquency cases. As Walker
points out, a student-attorney in
Juvenile Court must grapple with
ethical issues and conflicting interests to determine what should be
done in the child's best interests.
Juvenile Court Referee Claudia
Haltom says she has been impressed
with the performance of student
attorneys in her court.
"Most are more prepared and
have spent more time on the case
than the average lawyer," Haltom
says. "Some cases involve difficult
personal situations that their experience hasn't prepared them to deal
with-cases that would have
shocked me in law school-but they
do an excellent job. I feel I can ask
them to follow up on cases and they
will readily do it to make sure that
what's been ordered is done."
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annie Mae Conner's eyes sparkle
when she talks about The
University of Memphis'
Loewenberg School of Nursing.
"If it wasn't for them folks coming in
here to my home," Conner says, "I may
not be alive. But now, with their help, I
feel like my ship has come in."

RUSSELL

Conner and thousands of other
Memphians-mostly from lower socioeconomic backgrounds-have benefited
from a major shift in health care and the
nursing school's innovative response.
Economically deprived citizens are receiving many free health services because of
the University's community outreach.

At pa.rt of tbair eommaI1ity
oatraa.eb program, ttadaI1tt a.t
tba LoaWaI1barg Sefiool of
Nartil!S a.ra ga.1Il1I!S taeiiI11eal
tlullt, laa.rI11IlS a.boat tbair
profattioI1 ... aI1d ta.v-il!S 11-vat.
Conner was sinking fast when nursing student Kim LaFleur discovered the
69-year-old South Memphis resident had
a dangerously high blood pressure level,
which made her a prime candidate for a
stroke or heart attack.
As part of the nursing school's community outreach program, LaFleur took
Conner to a doctor, recommended diet and
medications and, in effect, nursed her
back toward good health.
Now Conner has a near-normal blood
pressure and a new zest for life.

Third-year law student Todd Martin consults with Diana Miller at the Legal Clinic.
Miller turned to the clinic when she could
not find an attorney to represent her in a
case involving a used-car dealer. (Photo by
Darleen Maria Todd)
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A NEW ERA IN NURSE TRAINING
"Health care has changed, in that it
is far more community based and far less
hospital based," nursing school dean
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Toni Bargagliotti explains. ''We have,
almost on a course-to-course basis,
moved our students out of acute care
hospitals into community-based settings where the student is the only
provider. If the student isn't there ,
it doesn't happen. At the same time,
students receive educational experiences in intensive care units
throughout the city.
"This type of clinical experience
educates nurses who can respond
quickly to changing trends in health
care; the community receives services and education that are otherwise neither affordable nor
accessible ," Dr. Bargagliotti says.
Nursing students traditionally
received hands-on clinical experience
in hospital settings, where care was
provided regardless of a student's
presence. But with the changing
health care scene, the Loewenberg
School of Nursing began emphasizing community-based projects five
years ago .

"We are trying to instill
in our students a
whole value system. I
believe education is a
privilege accompanied
by obligation to give
something back to
make the community
a better place:'
Dr. Susan Jacob, coordinator of
the school's community health program, says, "Our students must be
sensitive to the needs of the underserved people who are out in the
community; that is probably where
they are going to be working and
where the jobs are going to be."
During a citywide hepatitis
epidemic , students from the
Lo e wenberg School of Nursing
administered thousands of inoculations . The students have also
delivered meals to the needy,
practiced at inner-city schools and
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vi sited hundreds of chronica lly
ill senior citizen s.
HEALTHY PARTNERSHIP
The partnership between the
University's nursing students and
the community h as yielded dramatic re s ult s fo r bo th parties.
Students delivering a m eal to an
elderly woman det ected a gas leak
in h er home, notifie d the utilities
company and waited until a crew
arrived to resolve the pr oblem. Their
actions saved the woman's life. Other
students on home visits have discovered diabetic patients who wer e
nearly coma tose.
At Douglass Elementary School,
nursing students conduct h ealth
screenings and educat e both students and parents on topics ranging
from communica bl e di se a ses to
smoking.
"We love to see th em coming,"
says fifth-grade teacher Taisha Ware
a s Loewenb erg s tude nts Abner
Vilch e s , An g el a T r ibbl e a nd
Catherine Clark lecture h er class on
the dangers of drug abuse. "The
nursing students really make a difference in these students' livesthey'r e getting information they
might otherwise not get ." After the

(From left) Seniors Catherine
Clark and A ngela Tribble help
monitor hand icapped students in
the Memphis city schools.(Photo by
Darleen Maria Todd)

S enior nursing student Abner
Vilches d iscusses the dangers of
drug abuse with fifth graders at
Douglass Elementary School in
Memphis. (Photo by Darleen
Maria Todd)

lecture, which includes a skit a nd
games, students are given the option
to sign a "contract" in which th ey
promise to remain safe a nd dr ugfree. Students enthusiastically sign
the document.
At Mi ssiss ippi Boul evar d
Christian Church , nursing students
teamed with the h ealth department
to pr ovide presch ool h ealth examinations and give school children
r equired immunizations.
"Our students h ave learned not
only how to set up a clinic, but also
how to run on e," Bargagliotti says.
"In a h ospita l setting, they m ay
a dminister two or three inj ection s;
but in a clinic like this, they a dminister as ma ny as a hundred in one
morning."
NOBODY SAID IT SHOULDN'T WORK
Ba r gagliotti says one of the
community h ealth projects was so
effective tha t H arvar d School of
Public Health inquired as to the reasons behind the success.
"The Health Department call ed
u s and said ther e is a feder al project
going on across th e United Sta tes
a nd we h ave been given 20,000
doses of h epa titis B vaccin a tions,
t argeted for high -risk high school
kids; do you want the proj ect? We
said absolutely."
Beca u se the proj ect involved
giving three inj ections over a per iod of time, the success r at e would
predictably be low. Bargagliotti says
h er students ma de the local proj ect

T HE UN I VE R S I TY OF MEMP HI S

one of the most successful
in the United States by
using inn ova ti ve techniques such as skits, rap
songs and charts to keep
the high school kids interested.
"It worked so well in
Memphis because we had
students doing it; nobody
told them that it shouldn't
work," Bargaghotti says.
"They made it work."
ANSWERING THE CALL
Jacob says the school
regularly gets calls from
agencies needing help. She
said they always try to
respond if a learning experience can be made for the
students.
Nursing students at The U of M provide vital services such as health lectures and screen"We see elderly adults ings in inner-city communities and schools. Student Angela Tribble shows elementary
with chronic diseases and students bacteria growth to emphasize the importance of hand washing. (Photo by
we see prenatal clients at Darleen Maria %dd)
The Med who might be at
MORE THAN DOLLARS AND CENTS
nity nursin g experience provides
high risk," says Jacob. "We teach
The services' value is difficult to
students with som e thing m ore
children and families how to prevent
measure, according to Vickey
important than a practice site. "We
communicable disease; we teach a
Wright, supervising nurse clinare trying t o instill in our students
lot of hand-washing classes and
ician. "In the case of Ms. Conner,
a whole value system ," sh e says. "I
that kind of thing at schools .... There
she benefited in that h er life was
believe education is a privilege
are a lot of children in the schoo ls
saved," Wright says. "And Kim benaccompanied by obligation t o give
who have attention deficit disefited , too, from the
something back to
orders, and when you visit the famexperience of prom ake the commuily you find that the parent might
viding care and
nity a better place.
have a mental disorder. We would be
possibly saving this
There a re m a ny
involved in helping them find out
woman's life. You
o t h er nur si n g
how to access appropriate care. We
can't put a dollar
schools with pracalso work with lead screenings at
amount on that."
t i ce pl a n s that
the public health department and
Adds supervisch ar ge for servisit families in homes that are at
ing nurse clinician
vices provided by
high risk for high lead levels."
Sandy Kovac h ,
s tudent s,"
Students have provided health
"One nursing class
B arg agliotti
edu cation classes geared toward
might see three or fo u r thousand
says. "Tha t is n ot something we
older adults at Plough Towers and
patients over the course of a semesn eed t o do.
Wesley Highland Towers. At local
ter. I think that is how you can mea"We are in a city wher e one out
correctional institutions, students
sure the benefit to th e community."
of every t wo children is born t o an
have given tuberculosis tests to
Many nursing students are purunwed mother. I u sed to practice at
prisoners. Loewenberg students
suing careers in places where they
John Gaston em ergency dep arthave also assisted the American
have done clinical work. "More of our
m ent as a you ng nurse, so I h ave
Cancer Society and the
graduates are seeking and finding
seen h ow bad th e h ealth condition s
Neighborhood for Life program in its
employment in the community with
are in Memphis a nd how much
survey of Frayser community residifferent agencies," Jacob observes.
needs to be don e," Bargagliotti says.
dents on early cancer detection
"That is where the jobs are."
"I wa nt our student s to make a difintervention.
Bargagliotti says the commuference in this community."

"If it wasn't for them
folks coming in here
to my home, l may not
be alive. But now, with
their help, I feel like my
ship has come in:'
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knowledge that they will be
heard, respected and preUofMalumserved by the young for
society 's betterment ,"
nae team Up in writes project director
Cynthia Grant Tucker in a
grant
proposal to the H.W.
an innovative
Durham Foundation ,
which is funding the proproject that
ject.
According to some contemporary
educators,
unites young
American society has
become so enamored with
and old.
youth that the wisdom of
the elderly has been disregarded. "By abandoning
our elders' wealth of remembered experience, we
are rapidly losing the ethical grounding and moral
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oday's students have knowledge at their fingertips . The
Internet is a limitless resource
for ideas. Television simultaneously educates and entertains.
And now, teachers from hundreds of
miles away can instruct on a number
of subjects while students take notes
from a dormitory lounge. In an age
of unprecedented rapid change, history has become what happened yesterday.
But at White Station High
School, students are learning firsthand about one of the oldest forms of
passing on knowledge-oral history.
Through the Taking the Torch:
Telling Our Elders' Stories project,
young people have interviewed senior
citizens, learned about oral traditions
and honed an often forgotten craftthe art oflistening.
"The project aims to improve the
quality of life for our older citizens
and their communities by enabling
them to pass on their stories with the
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people and young people," she
says, "and we are hoping this project can draw them togeth er."
White Stat ion teach ers Linda
Wyatt, Lindsay Douglas (B.A.
'72, M.A. '78), Leigh Mansberg
(B.A. '91 , M.A.T. '92) and Patti
Wi ggs (M. A. ' 70 ) assisted
J ohnston on th e project, h elping
students improve their listening
and writing skills.

This painting of a woman and her grandchild,
titled A Shadow Lives, was painted by White
Station High School senior Amy Wright as part
of the Taking the Torch project.
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Skyfield gained a new perspective on life. "I have gotten lessons
from a veteran of the streets, and
as E d would say, 'I have learned
from th e best of the them,"' she
writes.
Most of the students chose to
interview relatives. Lauren
McGeorge, 15, interviewed Betty
McLean Crump McGeorge,
granddaughter of Memphis' leg-
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fi-

tinues. "We h ad essays on people
from Russia and Pola nd, but we
also got su ch views as r u ral
Mississippi life a nd the way
Me m p h is was du ri n g th e
Depression."
In "My Gra ndm oth e r 's
Story", K a t e Gub areva, 14 ,
describes h er grandmother's life
as a child in Russia during World
War II. "I n ow feel that I know
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oday's students have knowledge at their fingertips. The
Internet is a limitless resource
for ideas. Television simultaneously educates and entertains.
And now, teachers from hundreds of
miles away can instruct on a number
of subjects while students take notes
from a dormitory lounge. In an age
of unprecedented rapid change, history has become what happened yesterday.
But at White Station High
School, students are learning firsthand about one of the oldest forms of
passing on knowledge-oral history.
Through the Taking the Torch:
Telling Our Elders' Stories project,
young people have interviewed senior
citizens, learned about oral traditions
and honed an often forgotten craftthe art oflistening.
"The project aims to improve the
quality of life for our older citizens
and their communities by enabling
them to pass on their stories with the
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This painting of a woman and her grandchild,
titled A Shadow Lives, was painted by White
Station High School senior Amy Wright as part
of the Taking the Torch project.
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i:;nere 1s a gap oeiween i:;ne ower
people and young people," she
says, "and we are hoping this project can draw them together."
White Station teachers Linda
Wyatt, Lindsay Douglas (B.A.
'72, M.A. '78), Leigh Mansberg
(B.A. '91, M.A.T. '92) and Patti
Wiggs (M.A. '70) assisted
Johnston on the project, helping
students improve their listening
and writing skills.
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Skyfield gained a new perspective on life. "I have gotten lessons
from a veteran of the streets, and
as Ed would say, 'I have learned
from the best of the them,"' she
writes.
Most of the students chose to
interview relatives. Lauren
McGeorge, 15, interviewed Betty
McLean Crump McGeorge,
granddaughter of Memphis' leg-

ng
its
\,;Ull.tUl ell Ul ve1 blLJ, tJU111H:H,Ul1 C: ntinues. "We had essays on people
from Russia and Poland, but we
also got such views as rural
Mississippi life and the way
Memphis was during the
Depression."
In "My Grandmother's
Story", Kate Gubareva, 14,
describes her grandmother's life
as a child in Russia during World
War II. "I now feel that I know
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''Linking the tradition of the past
with the promise for the future''
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and honed an often forgotten craftthe art oflistening.
"The project aims to improve the
quality of life for our older citizens
and their communities by enabling
them to pass on their stories with the

This painting of a woman and her grandchild,
titled A Shadow Lives, was painted by White
Station High School senior Amy Wright as part
of the Taking the Torch project.
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foundations of our society," says
Dr. Tucker, a University of
Memphis English professor.
Sara Johnston (M.A. '76),
lead teacher and project liaison
at White Station, agrees. "I think
there is a gap between the older
people and young people," she
says, "and we are hoping this project can draw them together."
White Station teachers Linda
Wyatt, Lindsay Douglas (B.A.
'72, M.A. '78), Leigh Mansberg
(B.A. '91, M.A.T. '92) and Patti
Wiggs (M.A. '70) assisted
Johnston on the project, helping
students improve their listening
and writing skills.
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In preparation for their
endary political boss Edward
interviews, the students were
Hull Crump.
given reading assignments on
In "The Legend of Edward
attitudes and problems affecting
Hull Crump," McGeorge imparts
senior citizens, as well as the
fascinating details about
appreciation and legacy of the
Memphis' rich history. "Another
elderly. Poetry and fiction about
fond memory of Betty's was a
old age came from such authors
song that was written and
as Alex Haley, Emily Dickinson,
sung ... for her grandfather's
[Crump's] first campaign by W.C.
William Shakespeare and Alice
Walker.
Handy called, 'Mr. Crump.' This
The students, from freshmen to seniors, were then
taught how to conduct an interview. "Good listening is not passive," Tucker tells the aspiring
writers. "Listening can have a
voice. You've listened and you've
heard; now put it on paper so
that somehow you can be the
voice as well as the ear."
The teachers also prepped
the teen-agers on situations
they might encounter during
interviews. "People often preHigh school senior Dinika Prewitt discusses the project
sent their lives as being perfect," with Larry Heathcott (B.S. '62, M.A. '63), a teacher at
Johnston observes. "So it's some- White Station. (Photo by Darleen Maria Todd)
times difficult to get them to
talk about what really happened-like a divorce before
song became the 'Memphis
divorce was accepted in society."
Blues,' which brought W.C.
Students faced such situaHandy fame and fortune .. .''
tions. In "Ed's Life ," Jessica
Throughout the interview
Skyfield, 16, recounts her expeprocess, Johnston noticed a
riences with a homeless man.
transformation in the youths'
"There is always information
perceptions. "Many of them origmissing that he had tucked too
inally had the attitude of, 'Oh, I
far away and would not pull out
don't want to listen to my grandfor me," she writes. "I know his
father's story one more time,' but
parents died when he was
came away saying, 'Boy, my
younger, but he would never tell
granddad has really been
me the full story." By gathering
through a lot."'
such information as the insula"One advantage of starting
tion capabilities of cardboard
this project at White Station is its
blankets and the art of begging,
cultural diversity," Johnston conSkyfield gained a new perspectinues. "We had essays on people
tive on life. "I have gotten lessons
from Russia and Poland, but we
from a veteran of the streets, and
also got such views as rural
as Ed would say, 'I have learned
Mississippi life and the way
from the best of the them,"' she
Memphis was during the
Depression."
writes.
Most of the students chose to
In "My Grandmother's
interview relatives. Lauren
Story", Kate Gubareva, 14,
McGeorge, 15, interviewed Betty
describes her grandmother's life
McLean Crump McGeorge,
as a child in Russia during World
granddaughter of Memphis' legWar II. "I now feel that I know
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White Station art teacher Charles Berlin (B.S.Ed. '89) admires paintings
done by student Amy Wright as part of the intergenerational project.
(Photo by Frankee Smith Rains)

more about my grandmother's life story as well as my
own," Gubareva concludes.
Through the project, older people have the opportunity to express themselves freely with the confidence
that they will be taken seriously. "This is really a bridge
between generations," Tucker says. "It's not just tha t it's
nice for old and young people to talk, but that if they don't,
then there is a corrosion in the fabric of society. A society is grounded on constructive collaborative principles,
and you can't have a culture that is going to survive unless
there is a sense of generosity and compassion."
The anthology is being distributed throughout the
city, to public libraries, schools, senior citizens' centers
and, of course, to the subjects. "We have hopes that the
project will be a model for other schools across the city
to try," Johnston says. According to Tucker, the anthology will be included in a
curriculum packet that
will be made available to
the community.
"Everything has
smiled on this project,"
Tucker says. "Some "
things just seem meant to
be. This project was one
of them."

"I think there is a gap between the older people and young
people, and we are hoping this project can draw them
together," says Sara Johnston (M.Ed. '76), lead teacher and
project liaison for the Taking the Torch project. (Photo by
Frankee Smith Rains)
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Learning about the elderly is certainly
important, but learning from them is crucial. Take,
for example, the grandmother of Allen Hull Jr.
Addie Mae Dixon, 77, grew up in the clutches of poverty. In her interview with Hull , Dixon
talked about her mother: "She made a lot of sacrifices for us. God rest her soul, she was the best
friend I ever had. She did without so many times
so that we could have what we needed and
sometimes what we wanted ." Dixon also discussed her father: "I respect my daddy because
he took care of us. He always made sure we had
food on the table and a roof over our heads. Back
then it was hard, but you know I never saw my
daddy back down from nothing."
She instructed Hull about his civic responsibility : "Vote in every election. Pick the one you
think is going to do the best job. Our people
fought and died just so we could vote." Dixon also
explained her philosophy on interpersonal relations: "Treat people the way you want to be treated . You know sometimes people say and do
some mean th ings to you but you not suppose
to hold that against them. You should always look
for the good in a person and pray for them. "
Hull writes about Dixon 's words about
money and power: "When you have power, I
think you should use it to help people and do
some good in the world. Ooo, Lawdy, if I had a
million dollars I don't know what I would do. I'd
have to pay my tithes first of all. I'd get this old
house fixed up or maybe I'll just buy another one.
Got to give some to my chilluns and grandchilluns
if'n they don't make me mad. I would help as
many people as I could . Then I would travel and
do just what the hell I wanted to do. Sometimes
people get a whole lot of money and it changes
them . You know they say money is the root of
all evil- but what I say is give me just a little bit
more of that evil and I'll be all right. "
Dixon finally offered her pet peeves: "Can't
stand gossiping women , not that men don't gossip too ; folks that let their dogs do their business
in your yard ; folks that borrow money from you
and then act like they don't remember they owe
you ; uppity people and bossy folks."
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When University of Memphis
professors Stan Hyland and David
Cox sat down together a year or so
ago, their conversation turned to
mutual concerns: poverty and crime
and unemployment and inner-city
housing.
And when they were through
sharing their thoughts, the men had
begun constructing a figurative twoway street into the University. They
called their project CURE-Center
for Urban Research and Extension.
Funded by several small grants,
including about $37,000 from the
University, CURE has produced
more than $800,000 in grants from
agencies such as the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development and Aspen Associates,
a Washington consulting firm.
CURE is designed to facilitate
and encourage urban scholarship,
using instruction and basic and
applied research to address urban
problems and opportunities. But at
the same time, the center serves as
a path for information to flow back
into the University's classrooms
where it can be used to educate
tomorrow's community leaders.
That's the two-way street.
SPRING 1997

Memphis Housing Authority employee Charles Morris (center) and U of M students in vestigate erosion problems, deemed
"rat holes" by residents of Lamar Terrace housing development. (Photos by Frankee Smith Rains)

A New Kind of Outreach
"We are an urban universitythat is our mission," says Hyland,
who has been involved in urban
anthropology for more than two
decades.
"This is a way the University
becomes a part of the community.
The University is giving to the
community," adds Cox, a political
science professor who specializes
in public administration. "This
implies that we are going to do
good stuff by doing what the
University does best-creating
and disseminating knowledge. And
if we do good stuff for the community, that's a bonus."
CURE operates from a cramped

room in the Fogelman Executive
Center where Cox, Hyland and a
part-time assistant keep track of a
lengthening list of work such as revitalization of Memphis Housing
Authority apartment developments
and a Geographic Information
System program at Melrose High
School.
College of Education professors
and students are
dealing
with serious
problems in
inner-city
schools. Students
and faculty from

the Loewenberg School of Nursing
are working in low-income neighborhoods, looking for better ways to
bring health services to the community.
The idea, Cox says, is to encourage research and service
projects in the community.
"We are facilitators more
than doers ," he says. "If
somebody in the community has a need,
we can help them
find someone in
the Univ e rsit y
who can help. "
Often, he says,
CURE's rol e
to put

Measuring a broken window are architecture students (from left)
Brett Hirsch, Jamie Stempel, Tracy Bonham and lndi Soemardjan.
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together a team of faculty members
wh o will address the issue. "It's
called a h olistic approach," Hyland
adds. "We know who is doing what;
we know th e players."
A partial list of projects coordin a ted by CURE involves faculty,
students and staff from anthropology, arch itecture, polit ical science,
civil engineering, nursing, economics, history, criminal justice and
education faculties. CURE has establish ed partnersh ips between the
University and agencies such as the
Me mphis Ci ty Sch ools, Shelby
County Community Service Agency,
Free the Children, Orange Mound
C oll a b orative, Le Moyne-Owen
College, Leadership Memphis, the
University of California-Berkeley
a nd th e Te n nessee E conomic
Development Commission .

complex for one department."
To take on the massive task of
renovating public housing, CURE
enlisted faculty members from
political science, architecture, economics, sociology and anthropology
and the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research. One of the
first task was designing plans
for the physical overhaul of the
decaying apartment at Hurt
Village, Lamar Terrace and Fowler
Homes. But the pro ject involves

"IIVe're taking pure research and applied research
and putting them together. IIVe're not just saying
we are an urban university; we are working at
being an urban universitV,"
far more than just remodeling
buildings.
Along with the faculty members
who brought their individual expertise came students who took advantage of a rare opportunity to pick up
valuable experience not normally
available in a classroom. The students helped with research, surveys, mapping, building and site
design, and other tasks .
In a ddition to the architectural
services, U of M faculty and students are looking at education,
health and social services in the communities surrounding the public
housing complexes. The idea is to
produce a community blueprint that
will address more than just the
physical condition of the buildings,
Cox says.

\ 1

Sherry Bryan-Hagge (at right) , associate
professor of engineering technology, discusses Lamar Terrace renovation plans with
University of Memphis student Jamie
Stempel and MHA 's Charles Morris. (Photo
by Frankee Smith Rains)

CUREing Housing Problems
H y l an d says the Memp h is
Hou sing Aut h ority came to CURE
last year for h elp in updating public h ou sing. "The first thing we did
was look across the campus," he
says. "We knew the problem was too
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CURE created a partnership
between the Civil Engineering
Department and Melrose High
School, where students were offered an opportunity to learn how to
work with the Geographic
Information System (GIS). The
youths were brought to the campus
last summer to learn about the
system, which combines a wide variety of information on computergenerated maps.
The students surveyed their

A New Model
CURE's work may deal with
job training for residents of the
projects, basic health needs, business development, recreation and
crime prevention. "Instead of having five or six or seven faculty
people working separately on
individual projects in the community, we draw them all together
to work on the larger project,"
Cox says. "We are trying to build
a new model."

Orange Mound community, collecting information about housing,
business property, population, utility, tax data and recreation facilities .
The detailed maps they produced
can be used in community development work.

Everyone Benefits from CURE
Through CURE, The University
of Memphis can provide the research
and assistance the community needs
to address problems such as poverty, unemployment, substandard
housing and crime. The research
data compiled during the project
becomes a body of knowledge that
will be available to students of the
future.
"When we are done with MHA,
we will have completed six highquality planning documents,"
Hyland says. "But we're not leaving
it at that. We ask ourselves, 'How
does this apply to what we teach students? What went well? How can we
be doing this better?"'
"It's not the role of CURE to
replace or get in the way of any
ongoing relationship the faculty has
with any community or national
group," adds Cox. "What we are
doing is exploring new ways of
doing things that will benefit the
community and the University."
THE UNIVER S ITY OF MEMPHIS
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this moment, chances are
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From every corner of the camp
extending helping hands-encou
ing struggling entrepreneurs, m
ing other crucial services.
And the impact reaches into
operas, musical and dance perfo
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International. A simplified enrollment application will truly make
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The Colleges of Arts a nd
Sciences, Engineering, and
Communication an d Fine
Arts have adopted programs at several l oca l

. These pa rtnerships provide
·ng opportunities for secondude nts to benefit from the
dge and expertise found on

ean 's Summer Institute for
ional Excellence, developed by
lege of Education dean and a facmittee, targets high-achieving
ary school students. The weekogram encourages minority stuto consid e r th e teaching
ion while introducing them to
ege experience.

He Me mphis Center for Urban
artner ships works to increase the
number of local minority students
receiving degrees from institutions of
high er education. Sponsoring partners
include The U of M, LeMoyne-Owen
College, Shelby State Community
College and the Memphis City Schools.
The organization seeks to
serve as a
catalyst in
providing
access,
r e source s
and opportunities for
- students to
reach their

..._...,,.

-----~ potential.

A citywide community newspaper for
u rban high school students will debut
this fall. This project, the only one of its
kind in the n a tion , was developed
through a partnership with the Scripps
Howard Foundation, The Commercial
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TIGERS TICKET ORDER FORM
Call 901-678-2331 to order· or fill out this order form and mail it today!

Appeal, Memphis City Schools and

the Journalism Department.
In its 20th year, the English
Department's WORDSMITH writing
competition showcases the creative
talents of area junior and senior high
school students.

·

the multitude of social
nd in any large city, the
f Sociology and Social
ands-on experience to
and assistance for local
ce organizations at the
e. Adoption and foster care
Juvenile Court, child abuse
centers-U ofM students
umerous programs while
about their fields of study.

Scouts h ave participated in classes
at the University on computers,
electronics, surveying and conservation. The series of merit bad e
classes in engineering subjects is
ongoing and open to all loc I B
Scouts.

An electronic bulletin board, developed by a University music profe sor, offers inner-city students

· es the urban environFogelman College of
onomics contributes
of local businesses.
rams such as the
ss Forum and the
, business leaders
esentation of timely,
mation.

Thousands of people come to campus each year to use The U of M's
fa cilities. Cub Scout Andy Day
makes a crayon rubbing of the
University's seal in the N ed R.
McWherter Library. The son of
Russell and Sharon (B.B.A. '88)
Day, he participated in several
activities in the library as part of an
educational field trip. (Photo by
Mark Copley)

chance to expand their horizons.
Using computers with modem
hookups, the system allows students to access a calendar of cultural
events and participate in e-mail
mentoring and educational
tutoring.

I

Two U of M physics professors ,
inspire future scientists by pre- I
senting thought-provoking and
entertaining lectures designed '
for local high school students.

I

I
I
'i

Through the efforts of College
Engineering faculty, dozens of Boy
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ograms in business and
r students a chance to
gain practical experience
while designing marketing
'and strategic plans for
embers of the Mid-South
·ty Business Council.
E utive MBA proenced managers
e b iness communipro ts for nonprofit
as the Salvation Army.
the urban communid nts with practical
·
elping organizaheir impact local-

ients receive legal
rsity's Law School
linic using third. These students
as: general advocy and elder law.

students from the School
gy and Speech-Language
provide diagnostic testing
for
elby County Head Start
. This service involves reg preschoolers who fail
initial screening as well as full
peecn and language evaluations
for children referred from local
Head Start Centers.
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YES! Please send me Ttger Football season tickets or individual
game tickets according to the plan that I checked below.
Bi ll me later. I do want tickets. I understand you wi ll bill me
in 30 days, and I can pay then . Or I can pay the who le amount
now. Fu ll amount due by July 1. Seat locations will be assigned
when full payment is received.

D

D Check here if you are paying the whole amount now.

SEASON TICKET PLAN
Quantity

Plan

Season Ticket Price

Prime Sideline
I st & Goal
Fun Zone
Family Zone
Family Zo ne,
Youth (I2 and under)
Season Parking Pass

Amount

REVIEW

i .s tingU:1~he .

$90
$70
$50
$50
$30
$25

Grand Total

INDMDUAL TICKET PLAN

Indi vidual ga me t ickets must be paid in full at time of order.
Prime Sideline-$20 1st & Goal-$15 Fun/Family Zane-$10 Family/Yauth Zone-$7

$20
$20 $15 $ 10
All Seats
$4
$20 $ I 5 $ 10 $7
$20 $15 $ 10 $7
$20
$29
$16
$20
$ 18

· Dunavant founded The Racquet ,
Club of Memphis and owned the ··
Memphis Showboats .franchise· in
. en actively
_ the defunct United States Football ·
civic, charitable·_ League. In 1989 Dunavant was the
"first recipient of the Alumn_u s of
avors. She i$ a
Grand Total
the Year Award presented by the
her of Opera
D Check or money order enclosed.
Please make payable to The University of Memphis for the full amount and
Fogelman College of Business and
nt Street Thesend to, Athletic Ticket Office, 570 N ormal, Memphis, TN 38152.
Economics,
ii.ve years,
D Please charge my amount to D Visa D MC D Discover.
Richardson has gener\:msly
., d with other
Acct.No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
supported The U of M vyitli his
reant
winners
to
.
Exp. Dale _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
e Boys and Girls , time and contributions. A 30-year
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
veteran in sales management in ·
n,W.Va.
·
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
air and chief
· Atlanta and Memphis with surgi- .
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Z ip _ _ _ __
rf Memphis-based , cal supplie~ Becton-Dickinson.,
Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gorp.,_Richardson serve~ several
rises, ranked
·terms
ilS president of The U of M
gazine's
·1~st
of
D Please check if handicapped seating is needed.
Atlanta Club and'was a represene companies.
tative·on the Alumni Associati~n's
rises handles in
board from 1976-80." ext:e:,;:,; IJI u H~HH0·1 bales of.U.s;
worr-c;rre 1vnss .lilllenca rage<;_Jn~
Richardson ha:s been a member
and foreign cotton each year.
while a student in 1947. She later
of The U of M Foundation for ,
Dunavant assumed control of
· judged the page~nt in 1948 and
several year~, inciuding terms. as
the company' iri 1961 upon the
· _1955, arid ho.sted the nationally
president in 1994-95 _and ,is a past
death qfhis father. In. _1972 he
televise~ pageant "in l956.
.
secretary of the University's Board
participated in the fir.st sale of
From1953-60., Hummel was •,
of Visitors. He recently received a ·
· one' of the n~tion's first female talk U.S. cotton to mainland China,. He
special philanthropic awa,rd from
ha"s held SElVeral positions on the
· show ho'sts 'on WHB,Q-TV in ·
National Cotton Council, including Becton-Dickinson, largely d_u e to
Memphis. She also s~arred in_
his interest in education.
president and chair..
··
· numerous local theatet producRichardson and his wife, Mary;
· A,n.oted humanitarian, philan. tions, fo'.cluding The King.and I
· endowed a scholarship in their
thropist and avid sport,s inan, ,
··. · ·a nd ·You Can't Take It With You ; .
a soloist for 36
resbyterian
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Appeal, Memphis City Schools and

the Journalism Department.
In its 20th year, th e Engli s h
Department's WORDSMITH writing
competition showcases the creative
talents of area junior and senior high
school students.

Scouts have par1
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vation. The seri
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ongoing and op€
Scouts.
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Thousands of people come to campus each year to use The U of M's
fa cilities. Cub S cout Andy Day
makes a crayon rubbing of the
Uni versity's seal in the N ed R.
McWh erter Library. The son of
Russell and Sharon (B.B.A. '88)
Day, he participated in several
activities in the library as part of an
educational field trip. (Photo by
Mark Copley)

chance to expand their horizons.
Using computers with modem
hookups, the system allows students to access a calendar of cultural
events and participate in e-mail
mentoring and educational
tutoring.
Two U of M physics professors .
inspire future scientist s by pre- 1
sen ting thought-provoking and
entertaining lectures designed '
for local high school students.
Through the efforts of College
Engineering faculty, dozens of Boy
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· Former Miss Ame~ic~ 'Bar~ar-a, . and performed as 'a soloist for 36
· Dunavapt founded 'fhe Racquet ,_
Walker Hm:_n:µiel, (B.S. '48) has
. years at Second Presbyterian
Club of Memphis and owned the
Memphis Showboats:franchise· in
· add~d another·crown to her career .. Church. ·
· . · acco.inplishments.
· Hummel has been actively .
the defunct United States Football
· · · H\,immel and William B. "Billy"·· involved in many civic, charitable'
League.Jn 1989 Dunavant was the
' ., Dtmavant Jr. (B.S. '54),. the ·
and ~ultu~al endeavors: She i$ a · "first recipient of the Alumn_u s of · · ·
the Year Award.presented by the
world's largest 'cotton m~rchaht;
, former board member of Opera
are the· 1997'recipients of The .
Memphis and Front Street TheFogelman College of Business and
. Economics,
~.h~iyersity of Mem,phis Alumni.
ater. In the past'five years, .
Richardson has gener~msly
A'ssociati.on's Distinguished
Hummel.has joined ·with other
supported The U of M witn his
Achievement Award.
.;
Miss America pageant winners to
; . The Alumni Association's other-raise money fqr the Boys ancl Girls , time and contributio°:S. A 30-year
· 'honorees -are
Taylor B,ichardson·. Club ofHuntingto,n, W.Va.
veteran in sal~s mana:gem~nt in
Atlanta and Memphis with surg:i- .
'(B.S. '62), who is honore'd'with the '
Dunavant is chair and chief
·;rnsti~gµishea' Servic~ Aw~rd, and · exec~tive officer of Memphis-based cal supplie:t B.e~ton-Dickinson .
. Outstanding Young Alumnus
. Dunavartt -Enterprises, ranked
. Gorp.,_Richardson serve9- several
.terms as president·of The U of M
· Gregory·M. Duckett (J.D. '85).
. 68th _'o n Forbes magazine's 'list of
Atlanta Club ~nd'was a represenHummel brougnt honoF:and
400 largest private COll).panies.
. pr.e stige to T:\:le U of M whe~ she- · · Dunavant Enterprises handles in · t3:tive ·on the Alumni Association's
hpa:rd from 19_7 6-80.'
. won the Miss America Pagei:JJlt
excess of 3 million bales of.U.S,
Richardson ha:s been a member
while~ student in 1947. She later
and foreign cotton ea,.ch year.
of The U of M Foundation for
,. 'judged th~ pageant in 1948 and .
. . Dunavaµt assuµi.ed control of
. 1Q55, and ho.sted the nationally
. the coinpany iri 1961 upon the ..
.several year~, incJuding terms as
president i111994-95 and ,is a past
·televise~ pageant in J956.
-death qf his father. In _1972 he
secretary of the University's Board
Fr.o m 1953-60., Hummel was ·: .. participated in the first sale of
one· the ~~tion's first female talk U.S. ,cotton to mainland China: He of Visitors. He recently received a ·
special philanthropic ;:i~ard from
show ho'sts ·on WHBQ-TV in .
na·s held several positions on the
Memphis. She also s~arred in
National Cotton Council, including Becton-Dickinson, large'iy clue to
.: ·numerous local theater producpresident and chair..
··
his inte:rest in education .
Richardson and his wife, Ma:ry,
.. bons, includi11g Th,e Kin:g and I
· A.noted humanitarian, philan· · endowed a scholarship.in their
.. '' 'a nd You Ca.n't' Take It With You ,·.
thropist and avid sport.s inan, .
;
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peeeJ.1 and language evaluations
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where he coordinates legal assistant with former U.S . . - ·
na~e. for students
. .
strategie_s regarding •
· attending The U ,bf M
Congressman Harold Ford , ,
·, from·his native Lake ·
lawsuits and business
Sr. and then-Sen. Al Gore
The Alumni Association 's Board of
County, Tenn. Some 25 trl:Jllsactions. His r~s~me
C68). Duckett served as
Directors is listed on the inside frontcover.
students have r~ceived · incl:udes P,r~vi6us stints .
: state-counsel 'a nd oversaw
AT-LARGE COUNCIL MEMBERS
°ihe Richardson scholar-'· with th~ ·city of ~emphis
legal functions in: eight
Dr. Vi vian Carter Dillihunt '70 BSEd/
from 198_8 -91 as director ·
:;,hip, including six ·
state offices for Gore. · · .
'72 MEd/'86 EdD; Dr. Stanley Dowell
'78 BS; Carl R. Elliott '84 BBN'90
itudents during spring ·of public·service,. director·
·Duckrtt also serv~d 'on ·
MBA; Jimmy Kelly '61 BBA; Gary W.
ofhousing'and
community
semester.
the
Clinton-Gore PresiNickerson '79 BA ; and Bruce E.
. The 37~year-old
development and chief
dential Transition ComWilliams '77 BA/'81 JD.
administra,tiye officer. .
Duckett is senior vice
mittee in 1992. H¢ is
DISTRICT COUNCIL MEMBERS
president
and
corporate
·
Early
in
his
career,
extremely
active on .
Libby A. Hyatt Armstrong '61 BBA
.counsel at Baptist ·
Duckett' spent about four
(Nashville); Maurice T. Chron '56
community boards ·and
(Atlanta); Gary Crooms '81 (Dallas);
years wo'rking in the
Memorial ~ealth Ca:re
commissions.
.
.
Charles Garrett 11 '83 BSME (Jackson,
Cqrp.
iri
Memphis,
·.
politic~l
arena
as
a
staff
·~arrin Devault
Tenn.) ;Tom Gerdes '61 BBA (Denver);

CHAPTERS

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL

Jeannette Grand '82 BBA (Arizona);
Carey Mulwee '73 BSCE (St. Louis);
Amy Martin Peyton '84 BA
(Indi anapolis ); and Fredricka
Robertson Schleifer '65 BA (Union City,
Tenn.).
CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
A&S: Dr. Geneva Reid '86 EdD ;
AUSLP: Kelly O'Connor Richert
'89BSD/'91 MA; Band: Pam Patterson
'82 BFA; Bus. & Econ.: John Lawrence
'70 BS; Educ.: Dr. Sonny Eilert '71
BSEd/74 MEd/'84 EdD ; Emeriti: Dr.
Alicia C. Tilley; Engin.: Rick Bursi '82
BSME ; Jour.: Ruth Ann Wright Hale
'85 BA ; Law: Rebecca Pearson Tuttle
'74 BA/'82 JD ; Luther C. McClellan:
Gerald Thornton '87 BA; Nursing:
Rebecca Weatherwax Pollan '92 BSN ;
Univ. College: Sandra Bull Marion '91
BPS/'94 MA; Women's Leadership
Council: Ann Pugh '75JD; SGA: Mario
Mussara; Student Alumni Assoc.:
Joel Wallace; Young Alumni Council:
Ted Showalter '91 BBA.

www.people.memphis.edu/~aJumni

the- progr'am beginning
irr 1998. ,
'
·
. Gayle Powelson,
treasurer, presented a
r_e port on Jhe Ul\1AA's
budget and financial .
status. Kathy Kelley;
membership chair,
announced that the
year~old program's

-M

Thursday,. July. 10. ·
Dues membersh5ps
continue to grow iJ1 the ·
Emeriti Club. Dues,paying :i;nembers receive ~ special discounted pr.ices
to ·ali emeriti functions.

r'

divided the council into ·
Strategic planning
.. c6lllbined membership is
was the focus for 30
· approximately 5,5OO,.an · •'five groups to develop ·
members of the Alumni : increase of25O members
action plans to achieve th~
Council who met in
over the same period in
objective$: In closing, each
February. .The ·Alumni
19~6.
·
· group'~ leade'r reported to
Council is'a representaWharton began the
the full Alumni Council' on
· tive and·advisory body
strategic planning portion its'ideas and proposals.
·. The Alumni' Council's·
composed of the Alumni of the meeting by reviewAssociation's board,
ing the UMAA's p~ogress
weekend oegan wl?,en
regional and at-large
in each of its five o})jecmember$ joiI,1ed other ·
. membe~s and presi-,
tives. Dr. Coy Jones,
alumni at the second
dents of area clubs and' 'management professor, .
a_nnual Alumni Nigl:}t at
constituent chapters,
led the planning discusthe .T heatre. Following
. The session began '
sion.
the .meeting; council · .
With .President Bobby
·· .. ,Following.an evaluamembers _atte~ded a '.figer
_Wharton introducing U tio:ri 'o f the vision and
basketball game· at The
•
·
• :of M Provost J. Ivan .,
mission staterrients, Jones Pyramid.
• Legg.~Dr. Legg provided ,. ,--· -•·-·......._.;....._______________________,
'· an overview of the

·a

u

. · 'fhe chapter s_pon~~red
'the second annual Exam
Pit St~ps for studeiits . ·
featuring doughnut~ a~d
coffee-to j{imp start r .
•
•
'
'
students before cla.sses. : Law
..
The chapter is seeking
The Law Chapter is
nominations for its,
. starting a reunion- / ..
, 0utstanding Alumni
:program beginning this
Award to be gi~~n-Jhi& " ·.·. -~~ar for tl:te cl~ssei of .
fa1L Members will receive 1972 and +97·5. The ,
a·n ipvit~tion:to the ev~nt:,·. t~p.tativ_e;reJll).iO:n time is ., ...
·-All alumni ar,e .encour- •, ·early November. Please ,.
, · aged·to sublJl,it' award
· begin looking for your
,1.ssociation Pres/dent Bobby Wharton presen,ts Head ~ootb9-l~ Coac~ · ·
, nominations.:
·, classmates- now ·and let
Rip S ch erer with a res·olution congratulating 'him and the team for . '
,their victory over Tennessee:
•
'
· '
the:m kn.o~ about the ·
, . ,
upcommg reunion.
A,U~_L r ,· . ,, . .
.
'. If you w; uld like to .
A :rec~ption hont:iring
·inciude;~ tent 'or a boat·
·colfeg~ graduates. Please -~
May and August gradu- ., work on this or fut{ii:-e
. ride in conjunctio~ witn · · contact Tona Jackson
· ates was held at tµe·,
reunipn committees,
the· classic:. · "
Simpson in the Alum~i
contact Tona Jackson
,S peech ai:ld Hearing
Association. . · "
'
.Simpson·in the Alumni'
·Centerafter graduation
Nursing
. ceremqni~s in May.
.
Association ~-r Charles
·The Nursing Chapter .' Women,'s Leadership
:DeWitt ib,the ~aw
met in March to review
Council , '
Band ·
School.
The Annual Meeting
· its g~als, anq plan fot the
Th,~ _Band'Phapter has
future. The group is
for WLC is May 27 at
elected ·i ts .new officers. · Jour~alism
.
pl~nning lat~ May or ·:
· 6:30 p.m. jn_the· Alumni ·
Congratulations to Pa~ '
· Plans 'are underway
· Center. All alumriae ·ai:e
early June event with a
· P·atterson,·president; J~n for the annual butsfand- · n~tionally recogniied ,. . .•invited to attend . .Dr.
Crensh,~w, vi'c~_president; .· fog Alumnf .Awa;ds . •,
Jerrie Scott; U of M
speaker in the field.
a-ll.d ·Eiusan Bi~gha:rp., .
Din~er.in ·September..,
diversity director, will be
Association
members
will
.
.
. secretary/tre~surer. The
Nominations are· now ·
the sp~aker: New officers
receive invitations.
officers and new board'.
being taken at t~e ·
arid board members will .
m~mbers.•were h~nored at Alumni Association...
. Student Alumni ' :
' be f!:q:nqunced .along with
.a new member dinner in . , ,. The chap~er nosted 'its , Association
the,council's
goals for the
.
.
'
·February. . . '
· . . ,.: seco~d Senio.r Celebra. · Congratulation's to the · upcoming ,year ..
tion honoring journ.alism · new -president, ·J oel . .
'·Busi~ess
&Econo~ic~
g:r:aduat~s,in April.
Wallace. Board members Young Alumni
.
. ..
.
·.The Busirless Alumni
'Fhe Annua~-M,eeting_
met in April to cha,rt tµe : C~uncil . ·
'· Golf Tournament was .
' Blue Gray Weekend
will be held J~ne 12. All
·group's future course.
hela'May ·9 ~t Sto~e- '
. members are ericour~ged Watch for event informa- . was once again a huge
.· · to attend to ,µear plans , tion soon.
· , · success· for the council.
bridge Golf Course.
· for the future ~n'.d meet
Members a'r e gearing up ·
Emeriti Club
the ne'w board members
· for the annual Tiger Trek
U,niversity College
·and offic~rs for the ·
· The Spring Coffee .and
5K run that kicks off
Th.e chapter is underConyersation .featl,lred a
chapter.
Ho~ecoming week.
going a restruc't uririg
.YAC is also se'eking
volunteer froin. both .the
process in order to better '
'Luther .c: McClellan
"Tita:nic'? exhibition and
new board members;
nieet the needs of its
: IM.AX presentation: The , · ]}lack Alumni .,
alumni from 1987,to
diverse popuJation. Th~y
trip to the Wonders,· '.
.The LCM Chapter is
1997 are enco~raged, to
are currently seeking
rp.aking plans fo~ events
call the Alumni·Associa"Titanic''. exhi.;bitifm' w~s
board mein.b ers who are
held May 13; the club wm · at the Southern Heritage · interested in serving the
tion if they are.interest~q · ·
Clas.sid.
P~s~ible
ideas
'· .visit th'e IMAX Theatre
,·
.
in
board .service.
needs
of
other
.University
'
'.

Alumni Cou.rtcil d _e velops
' action plans

THE u OF M CLUBS
Atlanta: William R. Fortune '72 BBA;
Bartlett, Tenn.: Holley E. Hogan '92
MBA; Big Hatchie, Tenn: Mike Travis
'77 BS; Birmingham: Carl Carson '68
BBA ;Chattanooga:Ri c hard
·
Bennington '75JD ;Collierville, Tenn:
:University's academic
P.T."Pete" Pinckney '62 BA; Dallas/ . programs a{id'f aculty.
Ft. Worth: John Lawrence '85 BBA; . He, also discussed the ·
Eastern Ark.: Bill Chism '64 BBA;
Germantown, Tenn: Jo Byrd Tucker
importance of the
'82 BSEd ; Houston: Sam Blustein '75 · . Distinguished Faculty
BSEE ;Jackson,Tenn.:Dr.BillWoods
A
d·
• '76 BS ; Nashville: Tom Willi ams '89
war s an congratuBBA ; Washington , D.C.: Mark
lated UMAA leaders on
Schuermann '90 BA.
their decision to fund
ALUMNI STAFF
Associate VP for Advancement/Alumni
Affairs • Frank Holmes '75 BA
Communications Coordinator• Cary
Holladay
Senior Coordinator • Tona Jackson
Simpson '88 BA/'95 MA
Coordinator• Michael Fleming
Coordinator • Deborah Jeannette
Dir.IAnnual Giving • Jeannie Byassee
Supervisor of Gift Records • Joe Doty

Arts ~ Scienc~s

L

•

.

•

•
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Mission Statement
Adopted Feb. 28, 1995

~

The mission of The University of Memphis Alumni Association is
to strengthen the relationship between alumni and their alma
mater in order to effectively support The University of Memphis'
priorities.

0

..

Objectives:
• Develop a dues program and maintain a strong active
membership base.
Establish effective and consistent communication links with
The University of Memphis community.
• Create a positive image of both the Alumni Association and
The University of Memphis.
Establish programs to support the University, with emphasis
on student recruitment and The U of M student body.
• Develop financial self-sufficiency for expansion and refinement of alumni programs, activities and services.
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GREA.T EXPECTATIONS

Engineer~ng

..

University ofMemphis

taps 0

901/678-2169 or 1-800/669-2678

. Sparks have ~lways
flown bet\\7een Stephen
G~Ol~t~ Sr. and his .
specialty, electrical
engineering. President of
Electrical Contr9ls Irie.;
he has oeen selected to
receive the· l9"97 Outstanding Alumnus Award
from the Herff College of
Engineering.Alumni'
·
. Chapter.
··
The two-day Career Fair, held ir; March (J.nd sponsored. by the
Olita: earned his
, Alumn,i Association, drew hundred:, of s.tudents to meet with
!\:j:.S.E.E. from The U of ·
representatives from major national businesses a;,,d
M: in 1976. That same
Electrical Controls Inc.
school systems.
·
year, he was awarded .a
in 1984. The '"ompany's
patent for "Sensalight,"
new computerized
arou~d Covington'..
a safety 'device that
process provides enIf you are interested·in
The Collierville Club causes a porch light to ·
hanced .testing accuracy
. : serv_ing The U of M by being has rescheduled its
come on whenever
to cheI).tS. The result is
a volunteet club leader,
· kickoff event for May.
someone approaches with greater 'quality .control. ·
· please let us ·hear from you.
Area alumni will receive
jiµgling keys. For .
Cliebts report that far ·
Board s~~v.ice requires 15-·
invitations.
Sensalight, Olita won
. fewer .defective units
20 hours of time per year
The Eastern Arkanthe Pioneer Award,
leave their factories.
· ·. and ·can get you in touch
· . A life m~mber and·
sas Club held its kickoff . recogniz"ing creative
with other Tigers who are
in May at the Ramada
frontiers in product
board member of the
as "tr..ue blue" as. you.
Inn in.West Memphis
design, marketfog and
Alumni Association, ·.
· featuring President V.
merchandising.'
·Olita and his wife Kay
· The Atlanta Club
La:ne Rawlins. The group ·
Until 1980, Olita
. have four children., Apfil,
hosted fj. Watch. Party ·
is looking for more .
served as head of electriAlison,:_ stephen Jr. and
prior to the Memphisalumni volunteers who
cal engineering technolJustiµ.
wanUo bring the Uriiver-- ·· ogy at State Technical
Arkans~s game in
., Olita has ,coached
February. The group is
sity to Arkansas.
Institute in Memphi.$,
competitive boy_s' base~
currently setting the .
·, : The Germantown
gaining national accredi- , ball, twice leading. his .
calendar of events for
. Club held its kickoff . ,
tation for the departteam to the i;imateur · .
· July through June.
·event with Rip Scherer in ment. He founded
World Series'.
. The newly organized
April at the Pickering
Bartlett Club had its
Community Center.
Awards :(undi~g approved·
kickoff event' in.April at
. Upcoming events include
'Hiff s Barn. Plans are
student recruitment
·
The highlight of
for the future of.'the
.activities and participa. underway for many
January's Board of
University and the need
more activities in
tion in locally-sponsored .
Directors meeting was- . for community support.
Bartlett, including
EJYents.
a presentation by
.
Assodation Presi•·
The Nashville Club .
participation in the
.President V. Lane
dent Bobby Wharton
will host its 4th annual
. · Christmas parade,
Rawlins and approval
discussed the opportu- ..
. Golf Scramble and Blue- .
student recruitment
by the board to fund
nity presented by
events atid a booth at the Gray· Dinner 'June 7
the Distinguished '
' Provost J. Ivan Legg ·
business .expo. .
featuring Head Football .
Faculty Awards.
for the association to
· The• Big-Hatchie ,
.Coach Rip Scherer.
Rawlins discussed
~und four teaching and
The board als·o particiClub hosted Coach Rip
impending budget '
two research awards .
p.a,ted in the General .
Scherer at its April ev~nt.
reductions and the effect annually. The board .
Jackson Reception fo:r
The group continues to·
-on academic programs.
unanimously approved
incoming scholarship
· seek board members
He stressed optimism
the funding.
especially from the cities· students in March,

Dear Friend of the University,

receives

Paward

V

We need your help! The Office of Student Relations is searching for qualified
students to enroll at our University. If you know prospective students who would
be inte_rested in getting _informati~:m about The U of M, please fill out this postage-paid card and drop m the mail today. Feel free to pass a card on to a neighbor
or friend. Thanks for your assistance.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _SSN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Date of Birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ High School

-------------Academic Interest(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Extracurricular Interest( s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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trl:\ining, Qreat;hing
behavior, comparisons of
vocal tract characteristics
of black and ~hite adults,
and niany other topics.
His wife Carolyn often
collaborates with him.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University

... ... .., ............. - .... ~ ·i;.;,.._.. _ ............. .t'"._.t,J .... .., ..........
nas cnosen·two areir
watkms·& Keenan, ..
in the Sch-001 of Dentist~y
: bu~inessni.~n, Joh:r:i. C.
CPA.s.-His e:xperience
and a clinical assistant
. :J{.elley_ Jr:(B:B,A.'7 4) ·
. includes audi.t, SKC
·
professorship
in the
and William H. Watkins ··. work, tax.work, acquisi-·
School
of
Medicine.'He
·
' Jr. (B.B:A.167), as 199,7
tions and ine:rgers.
·serves
as
director
of
.
Outstanding Alumni.
· · A certified public
Speech
and
Language
Kelley-is president of :. accountant in Tennessee,
Services !3,t U:NC's
t}:le ¥eµiphis Banking .
Ken~cky and Miss~uri,
internationally
·known
Group, which includes .
he· serves on the state'
Craniofacial
Center.
He
banks in West'Tennessee politic~! subcommittee of ,
~as•
:chosen
for
this
a~d'provides operations : 'the Tennessee Society of
position particularly . ·
and te~,tl.nical s~pport for · . CPAs. He .has served on
because
of his. work with
all First Tennessee
The U of M.Foundation
•
children
with oral-facial
bank~: I:le acti~;ly
Board. of 'l'rustees-~nd is
abnormalities.
promotes business and
a former president-'of the .
M~y_o 'is known for 'his
arts· foundation;, ·.s e~ving ·Alumni Association. , ·
puplications
on,deft ..
. ,a s a tn1stee of Opera,
Watkins· i~ a menib~r. .
palates,
.
a
ccent
reduction
· Memphis and a directer
··of the Tennessee Board of
of the.Mid-South Minor~egents, the governing·
ity B,usiness Co_u ncil·. .
body for ~t~te-su1;>ported
He is a-member of the
educational institutions.
·executive advisory
He:and his wife, the ·
. council for the Fogelman former Jeannette
College of Business and
Wai'nscott (B.S.'D. '69),
Economics. ·He and his
· have a son, Trey, and a
wife Nancy have two
·daughter, B,en~~-

<· '

. A native-of Cambridge,
· -Mass., he wori the 1996
. scholar-mentor..award '· ·
fro~ the National Black
Ass-0ciation for Speech. Language and Hearing. ·
He,serves as an editorial .
· revieweF for American
'

•, .

Journal of SpeechLanguag(f Pqthology.
,' He is also active in
,community outreach
prog/ams serVIng hlack
youth in North Carolina.

.

The Business Ou.t standi_:.g .
Alumni Awards. Ban.q uet
will be held at the
Fogelman Executive Center
Friday, June 6, _at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $25 for Alumni Association members
··
and $28 for non-membe·rs. · ..
Call 901/678-2586 for more information.
T H E

COLUMNS
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. Alumn,i Association, drew hundredii of s
representatives from major national bus
sc~ool systems,
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If yo,u are 'interested·in '
, ,·serv_ing The ,U of M by oeing
•Cf uolun,teer club leader,
· please let us ,hear from you.
Board s~r-~,ice requires· 1520 hours of time per year
·. and ,cal}, get yo~ in touch
, wi{li other Tigers who are
ds. "tr._ue blue" as-you.

has· rescheduled its
·come on whenever
to clien,ts. The.re.s~lt i~
· kickoff e;ent for' May.
someone approaches with greater 'quality control.
Area alumni will receive
jip,gling keys. F,'or
. Cliehts report that far ·
. fewer ·defective' units
invitations. ·
S,ensalight, Olita won
The Eastern Arkan·the Pioneer Award,
· leave their factories. •.
· . A life m~mber an·d ·
· sas Club held its kickoff : .recognizing creative in May at the Ramada
frontiers in product
board member of the
Inn iri'West Memphis·
design, marketing and
Alumni As~odation, ·.
. featuring Presjderit.\T.
merchandising.' -. .
·Olita and his wife ·Kay•
' The Atlanta Club
Lane Rawlins. The group ·
Until 1980, Olita _
_h_ave four childrep_, Apr'il;,_
· Iiosted \i Watch. Party ·
· is looking for more _
served as head of electri- , · Alison, .. Stephen. Jr. and
prior to· the Memphisalumni volunteers who
cal engineering technolJustip,,
-,
,
Arkans~$ game in , .
want·to bring the .Uiiiver- ·· ogy at State Techn'ical
. Olita has -coached ·
February .. The group is
sity to.Arkansas. .-.
Institute·in Memphis,
competitive boys; ·b ase- •
·.
:
The
Germantown
·
g~ning
national
accredicurrently setting the .
, ball, twice leading. his · calendar of events for:
. Club held its kickoff . ,
tation for the departteam to the ;;im_a teur ·,.
· July through June. . .
·event with· Rip Scherer in ment. He founded
World Series:
· . Th~ newly organized . April at the Piclcexing
Bartlett Club had its
Community Center.
. A--wa~ds f;un.di~g approved · · '.
kickoff event in.April at · . Upcoming-events include
.
'
student recruitment- ·
·mirs Barn. :f>lans are
The highlight of ·
for the
future
of.'the
,.
•I
unde·r way for many
..activities and participa:
January's Board of .
University and the need
. more activities in
tion in locally;-sponsored .
Directors meeting was· -· for community support: -Bar~lett, ·including ·
E;)Yents.
presentation oy
.
Assodathm Presii.'
The Nashville Club .
, · . · participation in the
.Pr.e sident V; Lane
dent Bobby Wharton
will host its 4th annual .
.. Christ~as parade,:.
Rawlins and approval
discussed the opportti- .
. Golf Scra'mble and Blue- .
. . . student· recruitment
nity presented by
:'
by the board to fund
events arid a booth at the G:r;ay Dinner 'June 7
the Distinguisirnd
' Provost.J. I.van Legg
· business ,expo. .
featuring Head Football .
for the association t9
Faculty Awards.
'·, The- Big'Hatchie .
.Qoach Rip Scherer.
.
Rawlins discussed . .(und four teac~ing, and
Club hosted Coach Rip
The board also particiimpending budget ' ·
two research a~ards ..
p~ted
in the General .
Scherer at its April event.
reduction(, and the effect annually. The. board
The group continues to' · ., Jackson Reception fo:r
·-on ·academic programs.
unanimously approved
incoming scholarship
· seek board members
·
He stressed optimism · the funding.
especi~lly from the cities· students in March,
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Mayo receives
A,USLP award
pr. Robert Mayo
-tra,ining, qrea1;_hing
(Ph.D. ·'90j has been··
behavior, comparisons of
named the 1997 Out~
vocal tract characteristics
standi~g Alu~nus by.the. of black and white adults,
Audiology and Speech- ·
and many other topics.
· . Language Pathplogy ·
His wife Carolyn often
· · Alunini 'Chap_ter. He is
collaborates with him.
. assistant professor of the
.
, .
,
Division of Speech ~nd
-~- Kell_ey·tand Wat.kins'~
Hearing Sciences, ofthe ·
,·
,
·
,
·
Department of Medical ,
~
·I Allied Health Professions .
-·: ·:, .. ·~::usin;ess .Chapter,
'at The Univer's ity of
, ..
Nor.t h Carolina at Chapel
The alum~i chapter of . ·. children, Amy and Bra·d. · ;Hill, where he has taught
t4e -F'.~gel~~:Collegi. Qf .. : W~tkir.is is :managing'
since 1992.
-,. H11;siµ_E:iss-'a..rid:E~on01:nics
partner.of Watkins,
. In addition, Mayo
1
has. chosen-two 'area .
Wa~kins·& Keenan,' :.
· ; holds a research-position
.. 'bus.inessni.~n, Jo.hn C.
CPAs.His experience
:in the School ofDentist~y ,
.. K,~lley, Jr.~RB,A.'74) · . · · includes a:tidit, SE.C
and a clinical ·assistant
and Wiliiam H. Watkins > work, tax work, acquisi:· . professorship in the .
·• A native of Cambridge,
. Jr . .(B.B:A./67); as 1997 :
tions and mergers.
. School of Medicine. ·He ·
.. Mass., he wori-the 1996
· O!,ltstahdi~g 'Alumni. · '.' · '_ A·cerpified p{iblic .
_ ·serves as director of
·, scholar-mentor..award ·
.' ·
Kelley-is pr'eside.nt of :. accountant in Tennessee, ·. _Speech and Language
frorti the N a.tional Black
. ·:_the ¥em.phis.Banking " . · K~ntti~k¥ ,and'Missou_ri,'.
Services ~t u:NC's
Association
for Speech- .
. . Gi:oup, which· includes . :. he serves on the state · _ • internationally ·known
·
;
Language
and
Hearing. ·
b·anks in•West'Tennessee ·politic~l subcommittee of Craniofacial Center. He
.
,He.serves
as
an
editorial .
' ~nd·proyi.de~ OP,erations: ; . 'the 'l'ennesSeE:) Soci~ty bf ' '\\'.aS .chos.en.for this·. .
·
reviewer
for
American
~nd technical support for , · CPAs. He .has served on.· position'particularly · ·
Jour~;,z of Sp.ee~ha:ll First Tennessee
, The ·u of M·Foundatio~
because of his work with
Language
Pqthology. ·
' ban}{~. Ue activ~ly
',, Board.bf Trustees -and is . ,_._ children with oral~facial
:
He
is
als<1
active in
promotes bµ~ine_ssand •. - a former president:ofthe · abnorm~lities.
, .
.
COmJE,
u
nity
outrea_
ch
arts foundations,·.s erving •Alumni Association. . .
•Mqy_o 1s known for his
prograriis
serving
black
· ,a s a tru,stee,,of ppera. ,
Vvatkins' i~ a menib~r, · publicatious on,d~ft ..
youth in North Carolina.
· Memphis ancfa director •-.of the Tennessee 'Board of palates, accent-reduction
of the.Mid-South M(nor-· :{tegents, the governing
ity B,u~ries_s -Co_uncH, . .
bo.~y for ~t{;lte-su~ported
He 1s a'member of the
educational institutions.
'executive advisory ·." . '
He :and his wife the .
": council for th{j Fogelman former .Jeannette '
.College of~usiness and
Wai'nscott (B.S.D. '69),
. ~cono~ics. He .and his
· have a son, Trey, and a
. wife Nancy !iave two ·
'daugliter, Eenee.
· .
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. The Busi~es.s Ou.t s'tan~i_:.g
Alumni Awards. Ban·q ~et .
WIii be·held at the
· -Fogelman Executive Center ,
' •• · Friday;June 6, .at 6 p.m. ·
.
Tic~ets are $2S for Alumni Association members
.. · and $28 for non-members. . .
Call ~01/678-2586 for more ii:tform·ation.
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Rec~uits 1:)ri:ug powc~
spee.d .t o Tigers
.Tigers head football , ,
coach' Rip Sche'rer has ·
re11son fo be ple.ased'.. Twenty-one recruits-top
"players at high schools,
prep scb-90ls and junior, .
colleges-have .signed w:ith
·.The U ?f.M. Thegrqup
includes the 'l)gers' second
consecutive Parade AllAmerican and Top iOO
player.
''Top to bottom, this 4s'·
an o'utstanding class," ·
Sch,erer said. "We signed
several big linemen who
ire 'very-athleti~, and we
a,dded spee.d at ·o ur skill
'positions. We more than
met ou'r needs.:l ,
. · · DeCoryre 'Hampton, a 6. foot-7-irid;1, 32q-pound ·
· lineman from Memphis
wl).o was recently named
frrst team Par_ade A]J·

M

and

s

w

N

E
Note: All alum'ni listed in the
''People" section live in Memphis
unlits~. otherwise SP_ecified.

New Faces at :the
Alu~tii Association '

Andre Arnold, DE , 6'4" , 215 , Columbus , Ga.
Jason Austin , OL, 6'5" , 285 , Winder, Ga.
ldrees Bashir, DB , 6'3" , 175, Decatur, Ga.
Marcus Bell , DL, 6'4", 285, Memphis
Ken Coutain, WR, 6'3", 210, Miami , Fla.
Josh Eargle , DL, 6'3" , 230 , Sulphur Springs , Texas
Stephen Galbraith , QB, 6'1 ", 190, Marietta, Ga.
Julian Gibson, OL, 6'4", 270, Elizabeth, N.J.
DeCoryre Hampton , OL, 67" , 325, Memphis
Artis Hicks , OL, 6'5" , 265, Jackson , Tenn .
P.T. Jones, TB, 6'1 ", 195, Laurel, Miss.
Raen Metcalf, LB, 6'3" , 210, Decatur, Ga.
Chance Nesbitt, DB/WR , 6'3" , 193, Columbia, S.C .
Fred Powell, DB, 5'10" , 180, Kingsport, Tenn.
Jeff Sanders, TB, 5'11 ", 194, Miami, Fla.
DeMorrio Shank, LB, 5'11 ", 200 , LaGrange , Ga.
David Sherrod , OL, 67", 315 , Atkins , Ark.
Neil Suber, QB , 6'2", 220, Woodstock, Ga.
Travis Whitaker, OL, 6'6" , 315, Brooklyn , N.Y.
Ryan White , K, 5'1 0" , 180, Lilburn , Ga.
Patrick Willis , DE , 6'3", 240 , Memphis

education at The U of M, where she
. co01;din1:ted faciliti,e s aI)d scheduled
events.
•

'40 'DAE
. D. BAIJW
', (B,S.) of

American, led the· list of . · . The Alumni Center w~lcomfs Mtch,ael°rleming and
:' signees' from Tennessee.
. · DE:bbie Jeanette, pt9grall). co'brdinators, and. Cary
Hampton, who played at
Holladay,·communications coordinatorr
·
·w estwood High School, is
joined by all-state performers Pat~ick Willis and
Ma,rcus Bell fn;im , ·.
lli.ngsbury High in Mem:
phis, offeµsive lineman
Artis Hicks· from Jackson, ·
and defensiv'e back Fred
: Powell frpm Kingsport.
·The Tigers fanded eight
players from Georgia, ·
.including ,quarterbacks,
Stephen Galbraith and
Michael Fleming ·
Debbie Jeannette
,: Neil'Suber. Memphis also,
' gradua:ted fro:CU More· earned a bachelor's · ·
received letters-of-intent
house College. He has ·
9-egree· from Wes tern .
.from Georgia all-state . ,, worked with'. United .
Kentu~ky
University'.
kicker Ryan White and
Way and with student
She
has
worked
in
Idrees Bashir, .an all-state
relati~ns at Long Beach · government, health care
performer in track, who
State University:
.
and public' relations in
excelled as a defensive
' Washington, D,C., and .
back §it Dunwoody High
Winston-Sal~m, N.G.
School.

1997 Recruiting Class

[oir

Nomhn.a"'Jl,...~

C_AROLYN ENOCH MOSS (B.S.) is
Monterey, Calif.,,has,i;eceived a .
vice president of publications at
medal from the Russian gove:rnml\nt · ' Apartrr.ient Guid~ Inc.
commemorating his "courage and ··
., ·
'
'
personah;ontribution to the.Allied
~ '
support of Russia'' during World.
NORMAN R. PARKER (B.S.)
' Warn. While in the U.S. Maritime
o:£Dallas has accepted the position •
Service; he aide~ in th~ transp'm·t of of senior vice president with
supplies _from the;Umted States to, ; Western1nternational, a developer
Russia via a supply route through
of hotels throughout the Southwest '
the Persian Gulf.
'
"1
,
'· ·
.
A. RAY BIGGS is president of
Security Finance Corp. in Greer,
S.C., where he lives witb'his wife
,Linda.
·

~66

:;

AJlunmror&

,..

mail lo:
TLeUofM

'11'88152

PATRICIA HALEY. (B.A., M.S. '80)
has joined Methodist Health ,
·· Systems as director of business
deve!o'pntent for behavioral heaith ·
. services. She is responsible for
developinj: managed care contracts. ,

,

)

'74

VICTORIA LOU HARRIS
(B.S., M.E\J. '76) of Nashville has
been appointed to the faculty of the°
School of Medicine-Divis,ion of '
Infectious Diseases~· where she will
'Contin,ue to coordinate HIV/AIDS
clinical research.

'67

DAVID C. ROGAN ( B.B.A. ,
: l\fB,;A. '68), ex'ecutive.vice president
of Baptist Memorial Ho~pital, has
been instrumental in planning the ·
Collierville hospital. ,
:,

,FRED JONES (B.B.A.-), a -m1:1sic and
entertainment promoter, has
received top honors from the 'Black
-Business A,ssociatiori for successful
aevelopinent of the Southern
JESSE W. BUNN (B.A.) is·a public
Heritage Classic football game. ·· • ~
' JO~NNY A. DURDEN (B.B.~.) is
relations associate at Federal '
',,President of-Sumro'itt Management
pre~ident of Wis-Con Total PoweI>
Express Cqrp.
Corp., Jones was also named the
* Corp. "'·
·
-RALPH D. McDOWELL
, nation's distinguished marketing
, / B.S.) •has :r;etirea'!lfter selling
' ' professional at th'e 1996 PRAME
McDowell Container Inc. and
A\v~rds (Public Relations, AdvertisYVON~E yRIGGS ALLEN'
McD9well Inaustries, which he '
WIL.LIAM M.GOJ'TEN (J.D .),
ing' and Marketing Excellence) I.n
(M.Ed.) won the 1996 National
: ' founded and operated•for more tha,p .senior ;ittorney with Gotten, Wilson
Los Angeles.
'
. Educatot Award from the M;ilken: ·
35 years.
' & Savory, and CHARLES E.
Family·FoundatioJl. She is one of "'·
ASKEW ,(J.D:), owner ofC.D. Askew ·. JANE HESTER (B:S., M.A. '79)
four Tennessee educators honored
'
Co. Realtors, haye been elected to
received her doctorate of education
,
the Board of·Directors by the ~otary in counseling a_nd per,sonnel services by the foundation and one of 138
ELL~N FOSSEY McGOWAN
nationwide. She is, pri'l)..cipal of '
Club., ,,, , :
"· .,
from The U of M, lfer son •
•
(B:S.,,M.A '64), sculptor, has
Whiteville Elementary School in
CHARLES D. ·HESTER (B.B.A. •.'92} ." Whiteville, Tenn.
completed commissions for a bronze
·
P. TERRY EMERICK (B.S., M.S.
has received a master's degree in
b4~t of former governor Ned
'73, M.C.R.P. , ' 8'0) is director of-•
McWherter and for a life':size
,
international b.1:1siness studies from
sculpture of Lee :rrevino's dauglite; .. pl;uining and 'development for
the University of South Carolina.
Shelby County.
O!ivil}
..
MARY ROBINSON JUBIRT
'
(B.A.) i~ director of psychosocial
'.
' ,
-/ EL'LEN KAPLAN FORMAN (B.S.J .
'
· ,
wa:s;named to Who's Who~monQ ,, ,.•
JAMES,T. BLAND JR.
• •. service,s at Le Bof!heur Children's
M,edical Cen£er.
.;.
ELLIS H. KNIGH'J:' (B.S.), •
;1tnerica:s Teach~rs 1996. ~be.has •., (B.B.A. 1 J.D~'75) has been elected
,
.
.
basketball co'a ch at C'r aigmont
, taught second grade at,9eo~gia_
president of the Memphis Bar
·
DAVID .BLAIR NICHOL (B.A.) is
Junior High School since 1965; has • A;venue Elementary for the pi;,.st 12 . -Association.
•
edito,r of tb,e East Arkansas
accomplished his 900th win.
, • • years. 7
'
•
Advertiser, a weekly newspaper. He
also writes for the Forrest City
• , J,EANIE GARLAND BOLTON,(B:s.,
'':.. .
,
••
CALVINinFOST.ER
(13.F,A.)
is a
,-.,
partner
Royal,Design,
a gniphic
Times-Herald ..He and his wife Alice
M.A. :64) has retired after a ;n-year
•design firm which has been invited
live in Forrest City.
·
teaching careJ)r in. Shelby County • • ·
,WILL SOWL.ES (B.B.A.) of
to 'add-tHree of its original ·posters to
·a nd .DeKalb Com,fy, Ga., and n.ow,
Ger?1a,ntown has q:'alified for: th e
t,he permanent collection of the' ·.
,,
live~ in Cordova, Term.
· ,
Semor PGA.Tour.
, '.Museum for the Applied Arts in.'
, • KENNETHW. PLUNK(B.B.A.) •has
Hamburg, 'Germany. One J?OSte:c
(M.Ed.) is executive director oftlie
been·111 ade chair/CAO of pnion ·
, 70 C~h ~A:VID',ALLAN
features the ~<;ade R;staurant,
Exchange Club Child Abuse
Planters Bank.
McDERMOTT (B.IfA:) has retired
. CLIFF KOEN (B.B.A. ,~.S,. '79, J.D. P,revention Cent~r:..
from the U.S. Ai~ Force aftei; a 26'84), associate professor of business?
~ year career. He has taken a positio~ law and martagerl'\ent at the , • '
ELI T. MG'.RB,IS)II (B.S.) has
,, witp EG&G, Florida Jnc., a space ,
· University of New Orleins, has '
earned doctorate in minist:ry from •
GEORGES: PETKOFF ••
launch base support contractor for
received, the 1996 Professional
• Fuller Theological Sernin,ary in
(L.t.B.), ,managing partner at '
NASA at Kennedy Space Center. He , Development Instructor of the Year , Pasadena, Calif. He is pastor of·
, Petkoff & Lancas.ter; hi;is been
and.his wife.Paula hi'{e a 13-year~:, , Award presented by UNO's learning ' urban ministries at Hope Presbyte, named vice president of tlfa
old son, l3rent, and live in
·
organization partn_e rships ,Program.
,;ian -Churcl} .in Memphis and . _
M_emp}iis Bar Ass,ociatjo;n..
Melbourne, J:.la. ,
•
·
direct'or of the Urban Youth
1
r
I~itiative with the Hope FoundaJAMES M. SIMMONS (B:S.) has
recently been¥appointed executive
RICHARD W. BOYACK (13.B.A.) has '73"ANIE_J.ACKSON,(B.B.A..
tion.
retired from General Electric, ~here
µ
•
. ' direct.cir.for 'Insti:tutjonal.Advance• •
,
h!l
was
m~nagfr
of
pri~ng,
,,
E.M.B.A:
'95),
founder
of
the
X-Cel
.' inent,a_t Latnar University in
'
coordinatwn and'power generation.
Learning Co., has 'e stablished the XBeavmont;' Texas. , • ,
LINNE. SlTLER (M.A.),
Cel Education Foµrtdatio:n , a 'not-for~
executive director oHhe Memphis
profit educatio11al s_upport
Shelby County Film, Tape' & Music;
organization that provides
. Commission, was named 1996
.
schola;-shjps to Memphis-area
BE::\:T:iA. LEWIS (B.S.,
',,.
E. F.RANK BLUESTEIN
Commurrica}or ofthe Year by the ,
• M.Ed. '68) has retire11'after 28 years- (B.S.Ed'. , M.A. '80), c,hair· of the Fine . children whose families cannot
Public Relatrons Society of America.
from human movemen,t sciences apd Acts DepaFtment at Getinantown • afford co,mputer-baaed learning.
'

50

,#
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'

: '75

'68

'60 .

0

'76

'72

0

'-69

~alin9 Co,m:iiljtnee

Patric'ia'll_dley

DR. DENNIS HI~SCH ,(B.S., M.Ed.
'70) is the ne,w associat,e superintendent for l;>µ ~iness operations at
Memphis City Schools.

'62

Car)'. Holladay: has
experience in writing
, and teaching . . Sq.e is, a
gr_a duate o( T~e College
of William and Mary and
_The Pennsylvania State
ULliVer~ity. . '
'

,

· All of the coordinators
c~n be re~ched at the
Alumni Center. Call 901/
678-2586.
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'78
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'64

'65

1\Iun1ni on the Internet: wunu.people.1ne1nphis.edu/ ~aliunni
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PAMELA BALLENTINE COBB
(B.A:., M.F.A. '91); art inst,ructor at
th,e Uni'1ersity, lias been elected to •
hhe°Board of;Directors of Memphis •
Partners.
'

.

Dn.§&9 w§1bed

Memp

,High -School, has received the
Disney/McDonald Amerlcan Teacher .
Award for 1996.
•
·

.

[oir

Cent.

0

.T , R

E

':.

'

.

Sloan· and playwright Joanna
Kraus appeared in Cfiildren's
·writer's & Illustrator's Mark et

'

Zoccola & Associates and practices
' law.
·

1997.

BAVID .SHEPARD (M.Ed.) has
been ind'.i.icted into the Athletic Hall
of Fame at B:thel College.

.11

MICHAEL P0RTER (B.A., M.A.
•x80) has won first place in several
' categories of.the Memphis .
. -Songwriters As!mciatiou Sho~case
Awards. With composer Phil Black,
· he lias created a cata1og of songs he
.popes wilf be recorded.
'
-~"

CMDR. STEVEN K. HAMILTON ;
(B.B .A.) has assumed command
of the Fleet Industrial Supply:
Center at the Navy and Marine
• Corps Reserve Center in Milwaukee.

'.84.RUSSELL FOWLER (B.A'.-;
J .D. '87) is a lawyer and legal
hist_o nan. His- article "Milton
Bro.wn , 1804-,1883: .West
Tennessee's Man for :All Seasons,"
. app~ared in The West Tennessee
Historical Society Papers.

'Iii

1-

li

,

"'

RAYMONDJ{ALIPOURIAN '
is a senior engineer.at Federal
Express 'Corp. in the. Chicago Metro
Distriot/Lakeshore District.

TIMOTHY ALAN HARRIS
{B.S.E.T.) and Doreen Holland were
married on Oct..19, 1996. Tim is.
employed by Hi-Tech Sales and
Service. Doreen works in the
·Developmental Studies Department
at -T he µ ofM.

CHRISTINE BOYD CARPENTER

,r was selected for inclusion in Who's
Who Among America's Teachers
• 199,6.
MARY BURNS LEE (M.F.A.) of
Little Rock, Ark. , won a Best-inShow award from the Print-Making
Council of New.Jersey. The show
will travel in 1997.

. WILLIAM LUSBY JR. (B.B.A.) has ·
been promoted' to assistant
·
marketing manager for Pharmacia
and Upjohn. With his-wife Lauri
and their family, he has relocated
to.the Kalamazoo, Mich., area.

Suzf;lnne Harris Jackson
SUZANNE HARRIS JACKSON
(B.B,A.) has been promotea to
.a.ccount manager for Kimber-lyClark Corp. She married Wes
Jackson op Oct. 19 .. 1996~•
CAPT. ANTHONY A. STYER
(B.S.E.T.) married the former
Tammie Renee Mc"Cullough on May
4, 1996. He is operations officer' at •
the naval submarine b~se in Kings
Bay, Ga.

LORRJ. WARREN LOONEY (B.A. ,
M.'f>.A. '96) an.cl.husband Jeffrey
have a-new baby, Addison Blake,
born S,ept. 18, 1996. Lorri is 'public
· relations coordinator for the
Memphis;Gity. Beautif1fl Co~mission.

,~

'80

~ICHAEL CARY MURPHY'
(iJ.D. l has been appointed city judge
. in Morristown, Tenn.
/!

,,...

.~

••

'81 ~D~-JE.NNil{GS HIGGINS '

'.

~ (M.A.) -has

been elected city court . "
cle}k in JlJ,c;kson, Tenn.
'•

,.:

•.

{?

•

~

.. •,.

•

,.,

• ·

.-!85 QR;EGORY R. ~INGLETON

:; .JANET CONDRA BERRY (B.S.,

• (B.S.; M.S. '94) i s the ·1997 .
'
~president of th<\ Association of
Fraternity Advi sors7 which 'provides
... "'~ Gra~e. ·~" _.. 1- · _
"'
~
. support for fra ternities and • · .
,,.
'
..... "';t
'
·sororitie,;; nationwide. He lives in
. NOBLER. WALKER CM.S:), a
West Lafayette, Ind., where he •
chaplain at Midtown Mental HeaUh
Center;)las recelved a special
• . ·serves.as assistant dean of students
~ r.ecognition award from the _Mental. • at-Purdue U11iversity.
Health Associati~n-

· • baby, Em-fly Susan, on'Jan. 3, 1997.
• J'anet's older-daughter is. Sarah

..

'86 WILLIAM L. ZOCCOLA (J.D.)

,. '..,:-'82 ANNA OLSW~G~R (M.~. J' •
"

is pursuing a.doctorate at ' ·
·
• Baltimore 'ltebre:w University. Her>
· ~InsiderReports" with. editor Frank
..

._,"

~

;,,, :-

"·-'

.,.._Y

.

.

_has been appointed.project
•
facilitator i11 the finance djvlsiop. at
· Methodis t•H~alth Systems.

"<

• , , •. M.S,.'82) announces the birth of a

.

• '88 THOMAS .T. KIRK (M.PAJ

...

v CARROLL L".'ROSS (J.D .)' has been
"· appoi_nted-lfyGov. Don Sundquist
as circtlit'court Judge in the· 10th
• judi~lal,district. He primarily
exercises c•riminaljurisdiction.

·
'

.

'.;:

,

and wife Barbara are t he parents of
W. Thompson \"Tominy"), born Oct.
3, 1996. Tommy joins his si,ster
Maria, age 3. Will is'a CPA with

..

• ROBIN· BRIGGS FER◊USON
(B.A.) and husband Joe :welcomed '
their second son on Feb. 20,.1996.:
· Robin is teaching:. kinde; garten in '
, Denmark, Tenn. ,
~

MARILYN ISKlWITZ CALIFF
· (M.F .A.) exhibited artwork at the
Midtow~ Galleries. Ten issues of
her 'original Fa,ux Artistamps w,ill
. be included in the ]:irst, Interna--· ·
tjonal Female Artistamp Exhibition
in San Francisco.,•featurjng rubber
sta!"-p artists.

When Karen,Busler
"who has appeared as
began playing tlie flute··
guest soloist with the•' ..,
at age 9, she !)eyer '
Memph1s Chamber Music
Society. and played on
..., ,
dreamed the sweet highpitched ·s ounds created
Kallen Esperiari' s Ameriby the musical instrucan Treasures· CD·a:rid ·
ment ,w ould someday ·
the .Symphonic.Elvis CD .
'reach an audience.
.. She has perform~µ in
thousands of mile~ away.
ma,ster classes for Jean' Pier.re -Rampal.and Paula
But on l\fay 26 at ~
Co_venant Uni.t ed Meth·Robison.
~
odist Church, Busler ·
. Busler studied under
" (B'.A. '75)· and 14 either
the late Mu_r:ray Pa~it~,
noted musicians will
concert' that will benefit
principa:l ·flutist Qftne
perform a benefit concert the International ·
., Philadelphia Orchestra . .
that·williielp sick chilChildren's Heart Foun- .. At The U of-M~ she·won a
dren-in.places such as
:dation. The ICHF sends·
conc~rto competition ii"nd
' Croatia and Peru.
teams of doctors to Third . wa:s iwa.rded a per; , .
• 1;1 began ~
'playing the _:
·world countries to
former'. s'·certificate.
perform surgery' on
• "lyluslc:for.the"Heart
flute because my cousin
did," said Busler, princi~
children who have
· and Soul," to begin at 8
-patflutist'for'the Memcardiac disease. Some
. , p.m., wilJ ·cost $15, with
children·are flown to·
. proceeds going to I<:::HF;~.:.··
phis Symphony Orches' The. p~rformance will'- ' ~tra .. "I,don't _think I ev~r . ·. Memphis for s1:1rgery at
Le Bonheur Children's
·ihclude ~ Vivaldi son?ta ,.
thought about•where it -~
M~dical Center..
for flute and ba{3soon, .·. ~ , ·
might.take.me," · ' .. "These kids·ar.e in ·
:schub~rt';i;;e M4ri~· and
· Where ~t has, tak~n
Busler is t<;> fu.e upper ·' . s.~ch.n·e ~d-1 wanted to -~ tl,le·Martjnu son,ata :foi ;··
echelon of musicians in .
do something that would flute and piano. ·
.,
the ~rea, and to
.'help
them,"
said
Busler,
·.
·
'
..
·
-Greg-Ru.ssell
. - :
""
.,.. -~
4

•

~

-

T_reHargett : .

'91 'FRE
'
. .
H;ARGETT has been
'

,

'87

':jl

RICHARD CHRISTOPHER
McCClRD.(M.A.) receive d his'
doctorate from the .University of
' Nebraska in 1996. He teaches at
Creighton University and the
Unj versity of Omaha.
ANDREA ,C. PITTS (B.A. ) is an ''
account executive witl;l LEP Profit
International-.

CHRISTOPHBR S. INGRAM
(B.B.A. ) and his wife La urie
PENNY CASTLEBERRY
announce the birth of thefr
CARRIE LOUISE PINSON ( B.A. ►
· dau~hter, Eli; abeth J ban, on
• WORLEY (B.B.A.) wop tlie "Rookie
of the.Year" awa.r;d,in;her first yea'r , has been transferred to NashvilleSeptember 12, 1996. The baby's
by GMAC Corp. i?he is a eustome!' • paternal grandparents are Nancy
. wi'th Crye-1eike Inc. and has ; .
relation s sp·e cialist in the' and JAMES S. INGRAM (B.S. '59, •..
. ·qualified fo~ the Multi,Million
oankruptcy department.
Dollar G,lub.
·
M.A. '63) of.Dyersburg, Tenn. ·
,
•
WILLIAM
RO.BERT
BARTLETT
DANIELLE
DeLOZIER
BURGESS•
•
MARY CO.LLINS (B.A.) is director
(M.S.) received his doctorate in
· of health information management
(B.A. ) and TIMOTHY W. BUR. nursing.from the University of
<. at Baptist Progressiye·Care Center
GESS (B.A. '87) are the pare~ts of ·
•
Tennessee
a
t
Memphis
and
is
Alton Evan, born Jan. 15, 1997_• at BMH;-DeSoto in Southaven,
eJilployed
as
an
assistant
professor
'
.
' Miss.
·•
of nursing at The U of M. His
. research·involves the economics·
EUC¾EtjE BERNSTEIN JR. (B.A.,
BOYD H. WEBB IIl .(B.F.A.~
al).d clinical outcomes of trauma.
J.1'.> ..'82) has formed Shoestring
B.B.A. '96) and his wife Nancy
care .
.~nterpris.e s Inc., a c9mpany that
announce the birth of their son,
• conducts seminars on start-up tips
Brandon Boyd, on June 4, 1996.
for small ousinesses:· · ~ · •

·'79

...

DESTA CHURCH WERNER •
(B.S.E.T.) and husband Mike are
the parents of Andrew Michael,
born June 12, 1996.

partner in Royal Design, an art
• design firm in the. historic South
. Main district. Royal Design,
foundetl in 1992, serves local and
• international clients.

.......

.

J:J.S. marshal in Miami. ·

·'89

·'·8 3 MATT YOUNG
.
(B.F.A. ),.is a

J-S·t to. ai ·s1c c 1
e ·
.
"
international effort •'"

Lauderdale, Fla. David is a deputy

KIM SIPES i s an associate editor _
with Doyvder Pu~lishing Co. in
Montvale, N.J.
·
, ,

elected to serve in l he General
Asse mbly in Nashville representing
D,istrict.97, whi~h)ncludes BercTair,
Rale,gfi apd Ba rtlett ..He and his ·. ·
wife DAWN SIMBECK (B.S. '93)
live in Bartlett.
•

'

Linda Rodrigue
LINDA RODRIGUE (J.D.) has ,
become a partner in the fiFm of ;
Kean., Miller, Ha wthorne, • .
D'Armond, McGowan & Jarman in
.lo!aton' Rouge,_I:,a'. ·
··
·

'
JOHN EARL TRAINUM•(B.B.A.,
M.B.A. , 90) · ()f Northport, Ala.~ js
sales, traffic, -and inventory
. •
coprdinator for Tenneco Pac~aging,
Wood Pr?ducts I)ivision.
· ALICIA' BRATTON -BIGGER (B.A.)
lJ.hd JOSEPH BIGGER (B.A. '90)
are i;he parents of twins, Anna
Lawrence apd Jackson Dmitrjy,.;.
born_ June 9, ~995..;

'

'90

JOHN .R. POOLE (fyi .B.A. J of
Henders.onvme , Tem;,.., is an
accountant with Ca~-.tel, Young,
Lankford & Roach.

JAMES L. ROBINSON (B.S.)is a
sales engineer for ATS Telephone &
Data Systems. His wjfe Jenn1fer •
• DAVID J . FUNK (B.1,l.A. ) and wife
gave birth to their son, Andrew ,
KIMBERLY K. PROWELL (B.A. •
James, on.bet. 25, 1996. :
• •• . ~'92, M.A.T. '93) Hve in Fort

a .. ,, '

~·
Ji
·"
,,, <',
~
CHRISTIN L. HOMISKI (B.S.)'
t
., receive',;! her.Doctor-of Medicine /
Langley on Nov. 23, ·W96. She
degree from the University of
.
..LAWREN CE FISHER (J.Ds) has
tef!ches ,spEccial education .a t
Tennessee at!\femphis. She is in .
joined Akmah &Associates, a law •
Sheffie~d Elementary.
· '·'
residency at Erlanger Hospitatin ·
· fi ~m in DuBois,' Pa.
•
•'
•'
_C hattanoo~a, Tenn . . •
·.,
•. DAw:N.t ENEE EASO~ (B.B A) ' '
MICHELLE VINSON (B.A.) has
.. • and CARLIN 'ORMON STUART
been named director of.develop· ,
()3.B.A. '88, M.B.A.. '90) were
· me.nt for The Easter Seal Society of ' married Nov. 2, i996 .'
Tennessee Inc.
·'
TR,\'QY SENAT (M.A. ) is director of
~IM KASPERfiAUER (Ed.D. )
public relab-cins. at Randolpll
.
.. is district sales mar1ager at Waddell
Hospital in Asheboto, N.C.
'.and Reed FinanciaJ•Service. .. . .
GORDON WESLEY PROUD (B.A. ) ·
. .
.
· is fitness/prqgram 'director for t he
TRACI·ANN STRI'CKLAND ',,
qordQva Athletic Cluq. .
, ,
(B.B.A., M.A.T.''95 ) married W11de
·. DeWitt Whitmire Nov. 9, l(lfl6.
JENNIFER KLING LOVELESS
They live in Gerl!'lantown.
• (B'.S.):received her nursing degree
AMELIA FLOYD BMTON (M.A.)- • · from Middle Tennessee State
~ ; LL QUI~ N_ (B.S. Ji.E., .
V)T,alter 'f?. Schuler'
.. _. · • ~,
is director of the Mempp.is Arts • •.
University and is working as a
M.B.A .. 'S3) and hfs wife Christina
Council's Arts ·,n th<1 Scfiools. She
critical care n':':1'se.
• WALTERE. SGHULER (B.13.A.) ..
are -tlie proud parents .of Anna .
Grace, born Oct. 19, 1~96 .
JtaS been elected president" of the""
sHALI ANNE LEDBETTER (B.A.) has ]oined The·B.ogatin-L,aw Firm,
Lincoln Ce11ter Association of
married MARK ATKINSON (B.B.A. ·where he will.practice health law.
. J:ILL PARKER WELLS (M .!','i\.) : .• ~~stitutes fo \:}estheti:,.~duca:ion. ,
'87, _on Oct. 26, 1-996.
·
and husbaf\d MitchelI:announce the
birth of their daugh.ter Del&ney
. LT'. THOMAS s. DIVITO (B.$.N.) is.
DEBORAH KAY VINSON (B',A.. )
JOHN M. BOWERS JR.!.
Grace on June 21, 1996. ,The:v. also
employed at the naval hospit!ll in•
and.Brian Clark Haughton were
. (B.B-.A.) and his wife Amy, are
- ·-have a 2-year-old son, Wesley: .
Jacksonville, Fla.
' ··
'
niarriE;d on Nov: 9, i996.
·. the parents of John Hayden,
LT. SHAWN MANGRUM
LINDA McKNIGHT (B.)3.A.) has
, !Jorn Sept. ·4, 1996. TJiey and thei
(B.S.M.]J.) of P en~actila,' J::la., has
MELISSA KAY fIENSLEY
· bee n appointed ri sk manager for
•3-)'ear-old, Evan Fletcher, live in
the city of Memphis.
.
been designated a naval ayiator.
(B.S.ED.) marri_ed Charles Allen · · Atoka, Tep.n.
;
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The University of Memphis Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families and friends of these
individuals:

Mattie L. Ellis '64, Nor, '96.
Clara Terry Thompson '64,
March '97.
William }:I- Baldy III '66, Nov. '96.
Ruth Crawford Haizlip '70:Feb. '~7.
William E. Dollar '72, Nov. '96.
(listed alphabetically by grdduatipn
Jimmy T. Barringer '73, '7~, ~ov. ~96.
dates)
·
•
Woodie Matthews Cqle '73, Dec. '96.
1910s-30s
Charlene Lambert Bohannon '74, '92,
Lillian L. Tucker '29, Dec. :96:
Dec. '96. ,
,
Marion W. Wetzler '29, Nov. '96. ,
·Robeft W, Carrigan '74, Oct. '96.
Ernestine Morton '32, Nov. ;96. ,
Rose M. Hammond, '77, Maren. '97.
" U. Wicker, '78,' March '97.
Kate Barnard Mitchell '35, Nov. '96. Dr. John

Alumni

1940s-50s

1980s-90s

Lucille Tipton Farrell '40, Dec. '96.
Linda L. Massey '81, Dec. '96 . .
William J. Corkery '41; March '97.
Walter W. Wood_'82, Dec. '96.
Henry C. Clark '48, Nov. '96.
Grae; Severino Ditlc;oza '84,
William B. McCaa '49, Dec. '96. , .
Nov.' '96. ,
Richard J. Ryan:Sr. '49, March '97. George W. Brown Jr. '85, '92,
Forrest Busch Shi~lds '51, '52, ·
• Dec. '96 . .
Nov. '96.
·Col. Hugh F. Ma'xwell '$5,.Nov. '96.
Lt. Cmdr. AJlan R. Mitchell '53,
Baskerville Holmes '86, M!\rch '97.
Aug. ·•9'6.
Patricia Roberts Cline·'87, r:lov. '96.
Howard E. Gr!\Json '55, Oct. '96.
Gregory P. Thomas '92, Feb. '97.
·J. Everett Kild '55, Nov, '96 ...
Veronica L. Hearn '95, Dec. '96.
Joseph W. Stickley '55, March '97,Maurice Palmi~ri '95, March '97.
:bavid R: Ander.son '56, Nov. '96.
Evelyn Stewart R'oby '56, Nov. '96.
Emeriti
James E. McAlpin_'57;•Nov. '96.
_LeonaD. Boylan, March '97.
Elizabeth H. Withers '57, '59,
Anna Bailey Garcfiier, Dec. '96.·
Dec. '96.
Geneva A>Hin; Dec. '96;
Ernest F. Murdaugh '•59, Nov. '96.
Friends .. ,
1960s-70s -

Kenneth F. Lowry '61, March '97.,
R. Frank Thomps,on Jr. '61,
Dec. '96 ..·
\Yilli~m.D. Oury '62, Dec. '96.
. Ruth Demaske Cull.en '63, Feb. '97.
Rose Drotor Pgwell, '6-3, '74,
Ma~ch '97,.
•
. .

Clarence :ir. Fisher, March '97. ' ·
William H. Gaskill: D~c. '96. '
-Mac T. Hapsbrough Nov. '96.·
Eleanor D. Hughes, March '9.1.
,J. Edward.Lalman, March
Louis ·J. Montesi, March '97,. •·
Dr. C_h arles E. Riegel, M~rch '97.
Col; J. Raymond SimmoD:s, De~, '9S.

Memphis on
Your Mind
Bequests are a significant source of The
University of Memphis' financial support.
Including The U of M in your estate plans will
ensure the University's continued strength and
academic excellence.
The after-tax costs of including The U of M in
your estate plans are significantly low due to
federal estate taxes that are predicted to remain
at high levels.

",n:

Join those alumni, friends and faculty who
are members of the Columns Society, an honorary circle of University supporters who have
remembered The University of Memphis in their
estate plans.
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University of Memphis architectural student Derek West
receives photographic "assistance" from two young residents of Lamar Terrace apartments. As part of project
CURE, West and other students worked on a project to revitalize several Memphis Housing Authority developments.
(Photo by Frankee Smith Rains)
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